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ABSTRACI 
MOTHERS' REACIIONS TO SEPARATION FROM THEIR PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN 
AS, EFFECIED BY THEIR SOCIAL NETWORKS 
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP' TO THEIR CHILDREN 
Kate Hooper Gorman 
This study was a comparative, cross-sectional analysis of maternal 
reactions to separation from their young children at school entrance. 
The first obserVation was of mothers who were entering their children 
in school for 'the first time.* The second observation, made concur-
rently, was of mothers who entered tbeir children in school at least 
six months before the observation. These were the "experienced" 
mothers. 
The sample population consisted of 177 mothers drawn from nine 
s'chools. Data was collected by means of a written' questionnaire', dis-
tributed to the mothers at the school. 
The study sought to discover factors which might influence the 
ease'or difficulty which a mother ' experienced during separation. Six 
major and seven minor hypotheses were tested. 
The first hypothesis stated that react'ions to separation change 
over time and will be most intense at the initial separation. It was),' 
confirmed. The separation reactions of the "inexPerienced" mothers 
were significantl,y different from those of the "experienced" mothers, 
*This group of mothers was called the "inexperienced" group. 
and in the predicted direction. 
The second hypothesis stated that separation' reactions change 
according to the mothers' view of her re'lationship with her child 
and her perception of the degree of independence bet~en her child and 
herself. It was hypothesized that ·a.mother who was able to recognize 
her Child as a separate individual,.with needs different from her own, 
would have less difficulty at parting than a mother who saw her child 
as an extension of herself .• 
In the operationalization of the hypothesis, four different 
conten.t areas were created. In the finding~, two of these a;-eas .'proved 
to have significant relationships .to the mothers' difficulty separating: 
her early mothering experience and her.assess~ent of the child's cur-
rent level of 
tion with the 
independence. The. mothers who indicated great satisfac-:- I "-
early mothering exper~ence were-the ones Who-had the ~~ ~ 
-. . .. " 
most difficulty separating. Those who only moderately enjoyed the 
early. mothering experience had a muCh .. easier time separating. 
Second, mothers who .saw their children as able to function fairly 
·independently were able to undergo the separation: with much less' 
"'anxiety themselves. 
The third hypothesis examined the effect of a mother's sQcial 
network on her difficulty sep~rating. It was predicted that the more 
isolated a mother was, the more difficulty she woul'd have separating 
at school entrance. " ; \ 
The findings confirmed the hypothesis for the . "inexPerienced" (J' J 
.\, .... / 
mothers. The ones receiving' the. lowest am.o\mt of s;upport 'from their.. ' 
husbands, parents., and relatives were very clearly the ones who had 
more difficulty separating. 
The fourth hypothesis stated that mothers who had difficulty 
separating were less likely to find new activities and also less 
likely to have an improvement in their re1atiqnship with their chi1-
dren. The findings were not si~ificant. 
The fifth hypothesis stated that differences· in the mothers' 
responses to separation related to their views of the school. Did 
they see the school as helpful and supportive,. indifferent, or even 
intrusive? It was hypothesized that a mother who feels that the 
school cares about her child and herse1f.will have. an ·easier time 
separating. .. The findings ·were that there was no relationship between 
a mother's difficulty separating and her view ·of the school. 
Hypothesis 6 stated that .separation reactions related to the 
amount of separation experienced prior to school entrance •. It was 
predicted that a mother who has ·frequent1y been apart from her child 
will experience less separation anxiety. Conversely, a mother who 
has never left her child will experience greater separation anxiety~ 
The hypothesis· was confirmed. The mothers who .spent more tiDie 
away from their children before school entrance had .an easier time 
separating from them at school entrance. 
Hypotheses 7 ··:through . 13· explored the· relationship of the .main 
dependent variable, "difficulty· . separating" and seven antecedent 
variables: "general morale," "ag~," "social class," "ethnic group," 
":t:e1~gion," "length of employment,"· and "number of children" None 
were found to relate s;gnificantly to "diffic~lty separating." o 
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PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
" For parents, separation is even 
harder than for children." - a teacher 
The Research Problem 
. The study that the researcher is interested in undertaking was 
stimulated by her personal experiences working with mothers and young 
children, her knowledge of the current disorganized state of enroll-
ment procedures in city day. care, and her awareness of the current 
lack of information in the literature on mothers in general and 
mo.thers' reactions to separation from their children in specific. In 
addition, recent theoretical contributions in ego psychology, most 
notably those JD.f Margaret Mahler. have demonstrated with great clarity 
the major role that the attitudes and behavior of the mother as the 
primary enviroument of the child have on the c~ild. The. researcher 
will now elaborate on each of these areas. 
The researcher has worked at the Infant Care Unit and at city day 
care centers. As the researcher is a social worker, therapist, and 
consultant, a large number of wOmen who ·are having difficulties with 
child rearing are referred to her. Many of these mothers hav·e such 
strong attachments to their young children that they are unable to let 
the children play.apart from.them, much less leave them with a baby-
sitter. They place the children in school. but are then unable to 
leave them, or keep them home from school as much as possible. Such 
statements as, "The older child was ready, but the baby, she's so 
attached, she needs me." and "It's better that he go to school now, 
but I just dontt feel safe leaving him here a1on~ yet," are far more 
J;'ef1ective of the mothers' needs and concerns than of the children's. 
For the mother of an infant these reactions are not extreme, but in 
the mother· of a:._three- or fouJ;'-year-old, these reactions have serious 
implications for the future development of both the mother and the 
child. In searching for. a means to under stand this behavior, the 
researcher has discovered that many mothe,rs have led lives of' isolation, 
having no friends., a generally unsupportive extended family, and a poor 
,relationship with the father of the child, if he -is around at all. 
The mothers are, therefore, very dependent on -their children to 
satisfy their own needs. Allowing the children to move towards in-
creasing 1ndependen~e from the mothers is very threatening to them,. 
There seemed, thus, to be a strong correlation between difficulty 
separating ~;-.om children and the isolation of. tJle mothe,rs. MoreoveJ;', 
the researcher found that when these mothers were placed together in 
groups with other mothers and, children having s:lm.ilar difficulty" 
constructive changes 'occurred in· their relationships with their child-
reno Over the course of a year or two. as the mothers became more 
com.fortab1e within the group. they began to, t.ur~ to each other to . 
. . . 
satisfy their needs. This took the burden off the children and allowed 
them to move toward more' independent play. 
This movement increased the researcher's interest in the relation-
ship between mothers' separation reactions and their social network. 
Other variables also seemed to relate to the mother's difficuity 
separat ing from her child, most notably the mother's own investment in 
child-rearing. Did she see herself as deriving her greatest satis-
faction from raising her child, or did she search for satisfaction 
outside of the house in addition? Did she see the child as an ext en .... ···· 
sion of herself or as an independent being? 'The mother's age and level 
of psychological' development seemed to influence this. The relationship 
among these variables seemed complex but fascinating. 
A second factor stimulating this study was the state of current 
enrollment procedures in city day care centers. Until the fiscal 
crises caused great reductions in services, most day care centers had 
a staff member, .usually a SOCial worker, who did intake, familiarized 
the family with the center, introduced the children gradually into the 
classrooms, and helped the mothers find constructive ways to deal with 
·the separation. The social worker then remained available to the mother 
throughout her child's stay in the school, thus providing the opportun-
ity for continuing-support. 
With this servic.~ no longer available, mothers now have to go down 
to the central off ice of the Agency for Child Development for intake. 
An· acimisa;tons person there :l.n.formed me that thls was a very stressful 
period for the families involved •. The famil.ies 'are ass1gned a school 
, . 
wh~re· they do some' f·ina! paperwork with the schooP;s -director. ..The 
m~thers then· meet the teachers, who are usually very busy attending to 
the childr·en. For all the mothers, much less the ones who are hesitant 
ahout parting with their children~ these experiences',are stressful and 
impersonal. There is no one at the, centers with whom the mothers can 
build a relations'hip. 'Moreover~ teachers are not' usually encouraged to 
talk to motners about thei~ feelings-. As, an official of' the City's 
Div'ision of Day. G~e~' Eva Watson, tpld the researcher~ "Teachers shou1d 
not deal with ~others" emotional states,. They don't have that kind of 
profeS'Sional training." Who, then, helps the mothers? For many mothers, 
what would previous'ly have been' an already difficult experience can 
become now: quite formidable.' 
A furt'her boost, to the researcher's interest in this study bas 
been her interest in ego psychology. In her detailed studies of 
" 
infants and toddlers, Margaret Mahle~ nas focused on the importarice of 
psychologi:cal separation between the mother and child. As the child 
grows, his sense of 'separateness from the mother change~ continually. 
Yet the mother~hi1d dyad is a dynamic unit. ,The mother grows and 
changes' too. She must gradually separate from her child. While for 
some mothers the process seems natural and comfortable, for others it 
is frought with anxiety. Many studies of the child's part in this 
iIiteraction have, sprung from ,MaMer's discoveries, but the 




This study, aims to contribute to knowledge building about: this vital 
area. 
Signtf'icance of the Study 
As socia.l:wpr!t'i:s an evolving profe.ss:ion~ it is' necessary' for any 
study w.hich s'eeb to advance soc~l work knowledge to, describe wfdch 
frontiers' of thinking are current'ly being explored. In order to do so, 
/ 
the researcher will first give a thumbnail summary of the history of 
this evolution, and then proceed to describe those frontiers to which 
this study will contribute. 
A major source of social work's knowledge about man and his 
relationship to the environment has, historica.11y, been psychoanalysis. 
In psychoanalytic the.ory and practice, the locus of a person's dif-
ficu1ties was seen as within the .person. Howsoever the environment 
might .:lmpinge upon an individual, his reaction to that pressure stemmed 
from his internal workings - that coDibination of infantile history and 
biology that combined to create the personality. Given this theoretical 
framework, the only way to promote change in an individual was to 
analyze the inner structure, a process requiring long-term treatment. 
In this context, a mother experiencing acute distress at separating 
from her child would be referred to a therapist, who would then probe 
for her deeply seated psychological frailities. As the ·rigors in 
undergoing such a process are prohibit·ive for a multitude of reasons, 
a mother in need would ·have little access to help. Such an approach 
also leaves the school with no avenue towards alleviating a mother's 
distress. And social work, if following in psychiatry's footsteps as 
it often has, is also without access. 
Aware of the l:lmitations of a purely psychoanalytic theoretical 
or ientat10n , however, social work as a profession bas sought to broaden 
its knowledge base. Especially since WOrld War II, it has incorporated 
. . 
com,ponents of theory fro~ a wid~. range of disctplines other tha~ psych~ 
ology, including biology, ecology, and sociology. The result bas been 
to bring about a new way of approaching people hav~ difficulties. 
The impetus for change is no longe~ seen as emanating only f~o~ within 
the. person, but can be .initiated fro~ without as well. In other words, 
the relationship between the individual and the environment is no 
longer a one-way street, but is now seen as a bustling two-way thorough-
fa~e. 
Foremost among the theorists seeking to extend and clarify the 
socml work knowledge base is William Gordon. Go~don has studied the 
relationsh:lp between the individual and the environment with a view 
towards locating the· domain of social work. He has concluded· that the 
·territory of social work should be at the exact junction, or "interface," 
between the individual and the environment, and that social work's 
expertise lies in enhancing the individual's "social functioning," i.e., 
his ability to cope with his environment. Social work knowledge, says 
Gordon, should stem from ·a study of coping patterns and environmental 
qualities. By doing thiS, social work will be able to extract knowledge 
from its own practical experience. Only in this way can it reduce its 
borrowings from. other professiOns and consolidate its reaction. 
Gordon I s thinking is very relevant to the researcher's topic. A 
fa.lly plac:Lng a three-year-old into school is open~g up a previously 
- . - -_ .. 
private and. closed system composed, ideally, of a father, mother, and 
child, and coming face-to-face. with a l~ge institution. FrOm this 
point on, the.f~ily and the institution will develop ·a complex 
series of. interlocking dependencies. This is clem;.ly a crucial inter-
face. It could be argued that it. is .the child, not the f~ily, who 
should be the central focus of observatioJ;l at this interface. .And in 
·~act, Nancy W·ebb did her doctoral dissertation at ColulD.h1.8. University 
I 
School of Social Work in 1979 on the topic of preschoolers' attachments 
to their caretakers. And certainly the field of education has concen-
trated almost exclusively on the child. Yet for the parents, also, 
this interface is important as they are relinquishing many of their 
caretaking responsibilities to the school and becoming, perhaps for the 
first time, part-time parents. The ~y the parents ·cope, or fail to 
cope, with these changes has important ~amifications for the future 
development of the parents as well as the child, and for the entire 
family's relationship with the school. Investigating this iriterface, 
as the researcher pro.poses to do is, therefore, thorougb1y in line with 
Gordon's proposed direction for building social work knOWledge. 
Gordon goes on to ·say that the social work profess'ion must bring 
some expertise that is relevant and not elsewhere available. This 
brings us to a second way in which the researcher's investigation can 
make a contribution to social work knowledge. From the above descrip-
tion it is clear that placing a child in school represents a major 
transition for all parents, and can reach crisis proportions for some. 
Here is clearly a population of people with needs for info~tion~ 
support, and advice~ Yet there is no·one in. the schoQls to meet these 
needs. Teachers are neither trained nor have the ttme to deal with 
parents' needs. Directors are frequently too busy. The needs, then, 
are largely· unmet. It is here that social work could. mov·e in and make 
a valuable contribution •. Social ~ork, poin~s out Yo~ Rosenfeld, a 
. ." . 
. for1ll~ J)rofessor of social work at Columbia ~nivers;lC:y. Sc~ol .of .S9cial 
Work, is in the business of targeting populations with unmet needs and 
creating supportive structures. H.euses the phrase, "inventing inter-
vent ions , " to descJ;ibe social work's DUlndate to move into new areas 
where pe'ople are having trouble and develop ways of alleviating stress. 
A third frontier of knowledge building in social work has been 
opened up to the profession by the. application of general systems 
theory to social work theory and practice. The principles, described 
briefly below, have helped social workers broaden their basis for 
interventions in the following ways: 
1) by emphasizing the viability of change occurring in the present 
rather than maintaining the beli~ that a person must come to 
terms with his past before change can occur. This provides 
social work with a rationale for intervening effectively into 
a crisis situation, to promote healthy resolutions. 
2) by showing how many different routes can .be taken to achieve 
a given goal. This allows social work to choose one or more 
dtfferent approaches to solve the same problem. 
3) by showing how changes in. one part of a system reverberate to 
other ,'parts. In getting a broad picture of the person and his 
environm.ent, social workers can shore up an area of weakness by 
working 1ndir·ectly as well as directly. -
. -
4) by ~pha:sizing the need of a system to have a continual new 
soux:ce of energy coming :In from the· out aide in order to maintain 
health and growth. This alerts social workera to the need to 
direct support into areaa where isolation and ~ction have 
drained a .syst~. 
T~e ~pact o~ sy~tems theory on social work has .resulted in a 
burst ·of s9c4l work activity ;intonew.-areas, ~oreu.l;o$t of which is .social 
· , 
networks. The need to take in and understand the broad picture of a 
whole person, within the context of his c~plex'relationships with the 
environment, has opened an entire new area of the social work domain. 
Tbis movement has influenced the aims in tllis study and led. the 
researcher to include ~ong the ideas she chose to investigate an 
inquiry on the social network of the test subjects. The goal in one 
section of the research is to correlate two variables, or two com-
ponents, of a given system, namely, the stJ:ength of a person's social 
network in relation to the separation response. In this way the 
theory will be exposed to a bit of scientific. inv·estigation and some 
valuable information will be uncovered. 
GerJqB,inand G:ttterm,an have der:J.ved tr~elld.ou,~ '~petus ~ thei.t;' wo~k 
fr·om general systems theory. They have com,bined it with aspects of 
ecology and of ego psychology and created a synthesis which they call 
the life model. This model represents their contribution to the 
struggle to topple the old medical model, which saw a person's problems 
as· an illne~s. from its pedestal and replace it by a more humanitarian 
v1ew of human welfare wherein problems are seen as normal parts of 
livUlg. Stress and' stra1n~ising ~rom particulaJ: situations and 
cirCUmstances are viewed as stemming fr~ the interaction of a person 
and 111s ·envtronment. A social worker can alleviate the strain by 
worki:ng either with .the person. with the environment, or both. Certain 
.~ituat10ns and transitio~s, such as marriage and childbirth, ~ve the 
potentia,l of causing dy~func.t.ional transact.ions between the person and 
htliJ env1roDJD,ent. These transactions are deliJex:ving of clo&e scrutiny. 
:Ill order to better understand the var;tables contribut~g to the. 
IV 
"problems in living." In the opinion of this researcher. entering a 
child in school represents one of these difficult transitions inherent 
in the life of every individual who has a child. 
Every mother must find a way to adjust, but whether her means of 
coping are growth-promoting or growth-inhibiting for herself and her 
child remains a question. This study seeks to investigate this normal 
and inevitable transit'ion as a prob1em-in-1iving. Information will be 
gather:'ed to learn from those who cope well in order t·o help those who 
al"e not coping. 
Finally, the 1m.portance of prevention in social work, as a profes-
. . 
sion which seeks to ameliorate human distress. and the role this study 
will play in promoting preventive measures will be discussed. Recently, 
a burst ,of interest in the development of the infant and toddler has 
revealed knowledge about the life-long ramifications of experience in 
early childhood. Because children are so malleable, while adults are 
more' set in their ways, it is crucial for a profession such as social 
work to inform itse;J.f about ways to promote healthy growth and deve10p-
Dlent in children, thereby helping many avert troubled futures. This 
study addresses itself to this concern. A ,cJ:1ild 's first experience in 
school contributes to his future attitudes toward learning; and in 
turn, a mother's attitudes have trEmlendous beaX'ing on her child's out-
look. To help mothers find an adaptive solution to separation from 
their chUd,ren is thus to promo~e, futur~ healthy growth and development. 
. . . . . ~ . 
To .. suDIIQB.rize, this st1,1dy c~ contribute to several .new frontiers 
1n aoc·ia1· work knowledge buUding. Studying mothers' reactions to 
separation will give information about an 1m.portant interface, about 
l , 
social networks, about a normal problem-in-living. about the inter-
action of variables in an ecosystem, and point towards ways to promote 
prevention." 
I, 
Aim of the Study 
This study can'contribute to 'the build~g of'~JlOwledge in 
several important s'ocial, work areas, in particular., developJilental 
'needs of mothers and children, social networks, tasks of' normal 
living~ social functioning, targeting the needs of unnoticed 
populations, and prevention. Yet the ultimate purpose of such 
knowledge is a concrete one., namely, to translate it into practice. 
It is important to consider., then, the implications that this study 
has for social work practice. 
The field of education., as it is reflected in day care, has 
focused .intensely·uponthe needs of the child. Yet social work has 
a broader focus, and sees the child in relation to his family. As 
this perspective enabtessocial work to make avaluable contribution 
to day care, social work has .claimed it as a legitimate field of 
practice. As this study is concerned with mothers' reactions to 
physical separation from their children at school entrance,it can 
promote .. a family orientation :to d'ay care in the following ways: 
1. By' considering such variables as' age, socioeconomic 
status, isolation, and psychological readiness, it 
will yield information on'whi~ ~thers have .difficulty 
with separation. 'This enables schools to identify and 
help those mothers more readily. 
2. It will yield information on the nature of the 
separation process itself, exploring' the extent of 
the actual disruption.occurriug in ~e mothers' 
lives. 
3 •. It will yield information ·on .the co.ping mechanisms 
which mothers ,develop to deal with· physic'al separation, 
from their children. 
., 
.• Educators and. social workers worki:ng in schools can use this infor-
mation to develop concrete· procedures· •. More effective social planning 
can be instituted. For example, increased support for mothers who 
need it ·could be provided by~ntal health practitioners by setting 
up a.self-help group of mothers within the school setting. Or, 
individual counseling could. be more available at the beginning of 
the year asa routine part of· the school's ··program. . Moreover, 
teachers coill.d be encouraged to View: the trans.ition time 'between 
home and school ·with increased ·sensitivity. Directors would become 
more aware of· the need for:more carefUl plantdng about orientation 
periods. 
In th.ese ways, the developmental .needs . of . mothers. as well as 
children, can.begiven the attention· they so rightf~lly deserve. 
.. 
CHAPTER· 1:1 
REVIEW' OF· THE LUERATURE. 
Tlie a:ilJ!. of· th:ts~ s:tudy'i~: to· exam1:ne 'lila terilal res:ponses~ to physical . 
separation· fram· thei-r clitldren·at scROol·entrance ~thin the context of 
then vi-ew; of· the relat:t:onSlii-p to· tliei± chlld and their social ·network. 
Tlii'S· calls~ for· coverage of· tliree· . general areas in the review: of the 
. . 
li'terature.:· 1) .theortes· aBoUt attacbment and s-eparation, 2) theories 
. . 
about s.ys:tems-, ecoS:Ystems:, and their var:tables~ in particu1&r social 
. networks·, and 3.) studies· anoUt separation· in day care. 
Theori-es" of· attachment and separation are based on the assumption 
that growth. and development arise in interaction· between child and the 
tmportant figures in his life. A pioneer theorist in this area was· 
Erik Erikson~ who, ·in hi:s work. ""I"dentity and the Life Cycle," developed 
a psychosOctal theory·. He postulated· tllat the individual, throughout 
his life cycle, ··progressed· tllrougli. a ·series of eigh.t stages-. Each 
stage had a cris.is· which had to Be resolved in some way Before the 
next dev.elopmental leVel ·could De reached~ Important figures in the 
individuals life played major· roles in helping the indi'Vidual surmount 
eaCft cr :ts::ts·. 
Eribon· conceptualized· . the eight stages ~ wi:th their inherent 
. coilfli.c ta·, in, the follow1i1g way: the very- young chtld had .. fir:st to. 
. ..' 
develop· Das::i:c trust .and put aside d::tS'tru~·t. He then· must resOlve the 
con£l:tct·oetWeen autonOmy and shame or·dount. Once through. this crisis, 
the. CQriflt'Ct: Be.tween· in:t.tiative andgui'lt arose,"'and'" deDJ8nded' ·t.ts due. 
. .' .. 
The, ~ourtli~ cr:i,'$,is. emerged ~ :1n die' latency 'age cliild;· as tne confltc t 
1:>atween' :tndus:try" and inferi'pri'ty"~ me' early adoleSt:ent liad to face 
tRe' fi'fth: ego identi':tY'·verS..ls· ~go diffus·:ton~ Once' r·esOlved~ t1le 
teena,ger'1Jloved' into' young adultliood~ were he 'had to s.truggle wit.n 
int:bllacy: verSus' i~lation~ Movi:ng' i'r.lto middle age,' the 1nd1~idual had . 
. to d.eal wit.h generativity .versus . stagnation' aDd, finally approaching 
·old .age, theinci."iv.idual was .faced. with. integrity versus despair. 
It is clearly seen, even in this, brief des'cription of Erikson I s 
theory, that, although. he . did. not use the. terms "attachment" and 
"separation," his theory. begins to explore nature: of the :llldiv:iduals 
ties to' :Important .figures in his world.,' and the changes in the nature 
of the qu.ality and kind. of ,relationships the :llld.ividual. makes through-
out the ll£e cycle. Moreover, Erikson's .~heoretj,eal v.iew of develop-
ment as continuous throughout .the 11£e span prov.:Id.es a .comerstone 
to the cur·rent study. Each mother,' placec;l into Erikson's schBlla has 
navigated. :with varyiDg degrees of success .through a uumber of stages, 
and is. currently dealing with ~ .conflict (probably between generativity 




In his major two-volUme work~ : At tacblilent ·.nd:L_oss. John Bowl.by 
offers what he calls a· w.orking hypotheais: . about the: nature ·of attacb~ 
mente He defined it as ·"an affectional bond. enduring in nature. 
and. specific in its focUs·." B.e s.ees i.t as a reciprocal tie .between 
the mother and. child which is instinc.tiv·e in that it serves both 
survival of the individual and su·rvival of the Species.. .This 
instinct, rooted in biology and. physiology ~ aims .at promoting social 
relatedness without w.1iic.h.t.he· human ·,race would. faU to thrive. 
Attachment flourishes best in.a monotropic~ s itu·at ion , '·i •. e •• between 
one mother and one child. 
Attachment man:ifests .itself ·in certain behaviors which change 
as the child develops. The infant ex.h:lbits ·f:f..ve instinctive behaviors, 
which are all aimed. at: securing the proximity and attention of the 
mother. They are: crying, smiling. following. clinging. and sucking. 
These behaviors are seen as. precursors of attachment proper, which 
develops at seven months ~ MOre sophisticated. "signalling" behaviors 
arid "approach" behaviors develop as the child ·matures. 
The young child's need for the mother is so strong that he 
experiences separation anxiety in her.absence. Bowlby sees this as a 
normal, natural reaction to the disruption, if only temporar~y, of 
the attachment bond. By age three, however, the child is seen as 
having more control over his attachment behavior and can tolerate 
longer separations from the mother •. 
Changes in attachment behavior in the child can be accounted for 
in two ways. They can result from physical, biological maturation; or 
they.can be shaped by· parental responses. Anxiety and distrust can 
enter into the child's attachment bond if his parents don't respond 
appropriately to his behaviors. Separation· from the mother can, under 
such circumstances t be overwhelming to a child. Bowlby sees school 
phobia as a manifestation not of the child's fear of school but of his 
fear of leaving home·. He sees this phobia a.s a d·1rect product of the 
parents' attitudes and behavior toward the child. This points 
naturally towards the need to study the mother's attachment to the 
child, yet Bowlby treats the mother's contributions to the interaction 
and the reason behind them only min:lmally, ·sayiilg in "The .Nature of· 
the Child 's Tie to his !-lather" that "In the adult repertoire ••• like 
the old sold;l.ers, infantile instinctual responses never die." 
Yet what exactly determines the nature of the mother's bond to the 
child? What can disrupt it? How does an ~ttachment .form and change 
between the mother and child over the course of development? Why would 
a child experience.distress when apart from the mother. and why would 
the mother experience distresi"When apart from her child? These 
questions are cruc18.l to t.his study. and ego psychology. which gives a 
detailed and comprehensive view of human attachment. provides more 
illuminative answers than does Bowlby's work. 
Ego psychology is a body of theory ·originating in the 1930!.s, with 
Anna Freud's The Ego and the Mechanisms Qf Defense. In the 1950's. it 
was expanded by Heinz Hartmann in Ego Psychology and the Probl·em of 
Adaptation. !(oJ;'e recent contributdrs have been Rent! Spitz (The First 
Year of Life). ~rgaret Mahler (The Psychological Birth of the Human 
Infant)~ and GertrUde and.Rubin Blanck (Ego Psychology, Vols. I and II.) 
Ego psychology is a theory of ·interaction. It states that the 
neonate is born with a certain innate endowment into an "average 
expectable environment" (Hartmann). Growth and development occur as 
the. child's innate capacities are quickened ·by the environment •. ·which . 
is. primarily. the mother. 
The infant's psyche is at first an ''undifferentiated matrix" 
(Hat;'tmann) • He is. unable to distinguish himself from his mother·, but 
exists in a "delusion that he and his mother are fused" (Mahler). Yet 
by the age of three. he will have det.eloped, given the "average 
expectable environment." a sense of his own identity as distinct from . 
that of his mother and other people. Mahler bel:J:eves that this develop-
1D.ent of psychic organiZation .o·ccurs around issues of ·se~ration and . 
. . . ': .' . . '. ". 
individuation. She elaborates on a series of "subphases" through which 
the infant and toddler lmlst pass in order to at·tain "psychological 
, , 
birth" (Mahler, in The Psychological -Birth-of the-Human Infant). By 
the time -of this "birth," the child has gradually come to see himself 
as a separate individual. He is no longer dependent on the constant 
presence of his mother to feel secure. He has achieved "object 
constancy," which means that he is able to retain the images of his 
mother in his mind even if she is absent. And his sense of himself is 
-sufficiently consolidated and clear that he does not feel vulnerable 
or incomplete without his mother. It is only at this point that a 
child is ready for school (A. Freud). 
This theory goes a long way towards explaining the differences in 
separation anxiety in school-age children. Those who have attained ob-
ject constancy can call on their memory of mother for coMfort, and can 
thereby adjust to school. Those with less than psyc~ic organization 
have not sufficiently separated their own self from that of the mother 
and thus have trouble tolerating separation. 
Yet how does ego psyc~logy explain a mother's separation react~ 
ions? _Mahler says that the "separation-individuation process, like any 
intrapsychic process, reverberates throughout the life cycle. It is 
neverf1nished; it always remain-a active; new phases of-- tlielUe cycle 
see new derivatives of the earliest _PJ'ocesse.s _s_t_lll at wor~k" 
(Psychological Birth, p. 3). A mother'-s representation, or mental 
:Image, of herself is a reflection of her own level of psychic organiza-
tion. Her relationship with her child can be one in which her self 
. . 
representation is. very fU'sed with. hex: re~.esentation o~ her: c~d; or 
she can see both herself 'and her child as two dist!nct., separate beings. 
It is in the context of this theory that the researcher wishes to 
--
examine mothers' reactions to the school entrance of their children. 
A second area to review in the literature pertains to theories 
about systems, ecosystems and their variables, particularly social 
networks. 
An' :imp·ortant aspect of this study concerns the relationship 
between a mother's reactions to physical separation from her child at 
day care entrance and her social network. This area of investigation stems 
both from the researcher's experience with mothers, described earlier, 
and her review of the literature.about ecosystems and social network. 
The researcher expects to find that a very isolated mother, with a 
very limited social network, would have greater difficulty with 
physical separation from the child than one with a larger number of 
social supports. This finding would have practice implications for 
social work as it would point to the need to strengthen the social 
network of the isolated mothers. The importance of this effort is 
brought home by Brenda McGowan in Self Help and the Provision of Family 
Services: " ••• One of the maj ot' ·thrusts :In the field today is the 
effort to identify ways in which professionals can enhance informal 
Suppor~ networks andlor C?rganize new ones in' ordei' to help people with 
normal life crises and transitions." 
How has it come about that social work bas developed such keen in-
terest in social networks? :As Carol Swenson points out in "Social 
Networks, Mutual Aid, and the Life ;Model of Practice," social work has 
historically focused on .. the individual· f1l;st and eitl1er igno1:'ed .his 
other relationsh~ps or actively tried ·to dec1:'ease the client's de~ 
pendence on them. Three major theoretical additions to the soc:l.al work 
// 
" 
knowledge base can account for t(!~) about~face. The fi:r:st is general 
systems theory. Systems are defined by Ludwig von Bertalanfly in 
General Systems Theo:r:y as "sets of elements standing in interaction." 
Systems a~e characterized by certain concepts which, when applied to 
social work theory and practice by such theorists as Sister Mary Paul 
Janchill ("Systems Concept in Casework Theory") and Ann Hartmann ("To 
Think about the Unthinkable") can be summarized as the following: 
1) The boundary of the· "social work case" can be expanded to include 
not just the worker and the client, but other sign-ificant aspects of 
the client's eDvironm.ent as well; 2) ·Systems lead to "fu:r:the:r: elabo:r:a-
tion, increasing complexity, and differentiation" (Hartmann). They 
are dependent on a continued supply of energy f:r:om the outside in 
ot:'der to remain open and funct·ioning. Social work must sea:r:ch out 
closed systems which lack this input and at:'e imploding; 3) A system. 
moves towards homeostasis, which means it seeks to mainta·in an 
equUibrium among the elements within it. Disruption of the balance 
between the elements can cause a crisis. The resolution of the crisis 
can be in the direction of healthy adaptation or regression and de-
fenses which further impair the system's function1n8. Social worJt 
intervention can tilt the balance towards growth; 4) AJ1\ong the ·vat:'ious 
elements of a system, relationships a:r:e established which form a 
pattern or cycle of events. This cycle can be growt~-pt'·.oducing or in-
hib:1ting and, again, socal work can 1D.8.ke a positive contr:1bution; 
5) The ~ina1 systems concep,t i~ equ:if:l.nality.~ mean~ .tha~ .any d:Lf:-:-
ferent routes Can be taken to r.each the sa.m.e goal. Fo:r: exaDlple, a 
·social worker, in helping a child, can :bD.prove the. sp1'r:Lts of a mother , 
--
which in turn improv.es her relationship with her boss. 
The purpose of this description of systems concepts is to show the 
major impact systems theory has had on social work by bringing to its 
attention the interaction between the individual and environmental 
forces. Also contributing significantly to this broadening scope has 
been ego psychology. As the researcher has previously described it, 
she will only add here that ego psychology also views growth and 
development as a product of interaction between the tndividual with 
his innate capacities and the environment. 
The ecological approach to social work represents a major attempt 
to synthesize these two theories~ ego psychology and systems theory 
within the conteXt of social work, thereby creating a third theory 
which links the ego with the environment. In The ·Life. Model by Germain 
and Gitterman, practice is seen as having a dual function: enhancing 
the adaptive capacities of the ego and also improving the quality of 
the envi;onment. Problems are no longer seen as·a client's ·il1nesses 
or weaknesses, but are seen as problems in living resulting from the 
lack of a good fit between the individual and ·the environment. This 
shifts a lo.t of the burden off the individual and places it onto the 
attributes of the environment. The social worker can intervene as a 
helper or catalyst, instead of as an expert who has all the answers. 
The strengths of the client are taken into account, and the social 
worker, once having mob il 1zed these strengths, can step out of the 
picture wtth the expectatiOn that the client w~l·now .be able to carry 
. .. ." . . . 
on by himself. This reduces the dependency of the. client on the social 
worker and brings in the question of the efficacy of short-term 
-., 
t.reatment. The social worker can also effectively intervene in the 
social and physical environment by setting up new patterns of communi-
cation, expanding its resources, introducing new elements~ etc. By 
simultaneously helping people and their environments, social work can 
significantly· smooth out "dysfunctional transactions" between the two. 
Wlui.t kinds of transactions result in "problem.s-in-living?" 
Germain and Gitterman find three general areas calling for help. The 
first is "transitional problems and needs. II Here the individual's 
movement through maturational and developmental st.ages causes him to 
modify his old ways of coping with the environment and develop new, 
more adaptive ones. A new job, a "status-role" change (i.e., marriage), 
or a sudden crisis can also threaten the person's equilibriUm in rela-
tion to the environment. 
A second area of help identified in the "life model" is the nature 
of the physical and social environment, which can enhanc~ people's 
coping capacities or erode them. 
A third area of help arises from the nature of the individual and 
· other members of his group, wheth~ it's faDtUy, social, or work~ 
related group. It can 'happen that an individual t s needs.,. stemming' frOM 
· his particular developmental stage; are at odds with the needs of those 
jn his immediate environment. The result can be ·a . series of dYsfunc"=,.·. 
tional trans·act ions. 
Germain and Gitterman' slife 1D.odel provides the ·conceptu~ frame-
· work for this ~tudy •. The ·three. _r.eas .. where.in pe.ople ne.ed l1eJ,p all 
. .. . .. . '". . 
arise in ·the situation wh:Lch the researcher pX'oposes to stud,y. Firstly, 
the Mothers entering· their children into school are faetng a normal 
life task which represents a status-role transition for them. They 
are no longer full-time mothers and must accept part-time status. 
Their coping capacities are challenged in adapting to this loss of 
function. Secondly, t~e nature of organization, in this case, the 
school, can either help or hinder their adaptation, and thirdly, the 
mothers are also facing a situation in which their own needs may be 
very different from their child's developmental needs, causing a 
strain in interpersonal relations. There are thus many reasons to 
anticipate that "prob1ems-in-1iving" will arise out of this . important 
ecological transaction. 
In the context of the ecological perspective and the awareness of 
the impact of environmental forces, the importance of social networks 
has begun to be appreciated, for·, according to Car·o1 Swenson, social 
networks are an essential ecological variable. &tudy of social net-
works contributes towards making the social environment more decipher-
able. This in turn sharpens the social worker's skill :Lit interveniri.g~ 
"The concept of social networks refers to :Important figures in the 
environment, including relations, friends, neighbors, and peers," say 
Germain and Gitterman. It is crucial for·· the social worker to inform 
herself about the strength of the network in order to intervene effec-
tively on behalf of the client. Swenson suggests making a ''network 
status evaluation," which would gather information about .the :lmpo.rtant 
relationships in an individual's life-space. This idea has been in-
corporated into this study •.. 
Also :Important to this study is the literature on support groups. 
If.·ssumptions are correct, it will .be found. that· a mother· with 
-.., 
little or no social network will have more difficulty separating. A 
practical outgrowth of this would be to organize support groups for 
the isolated mothers under the auspices of the school. 
There is ample justification for this in the literature on self-
help and social support groups. Networks in which people interact in 
offering mutual aid· can take many different shapes and forms, from 
self-help groups to clubs to extended family gatherings. Brenda McGowan 
finds four main ways in which people help themselves. The first is to 
turn to the "do-it-yourself" literature. Facing a crisis, an unlm.own 
or a problem; an individual will often buy a book to supplement his 
resources before turning to a fr iend or a service. A second way, 
exemplified by the writings of Vattano, Gartner, and Riessman, is to 
form. consumer organizations to increase control over institutions. 
organizations, and services. Community organizations are one such 
ex~ple. A third way in which people help themselves is through mutual 
aid groups in which reCiprocity is the keystone characteristic. Caplan 
and Killilea in Support·Systems and Mutual·Help study this concept of 
self-help. A fourth way is to organize cause-oriented or value-promot-
. . 
. . 
~8 groups ~hic.h fo~us ~n accomplishing one spec:1al purpose. 
It is Caplan's concept of social support systems Which is most 
relevant to this study. He describes many kinds of support systems, 
but says they all bave a common goal: "To iDlprove adaptive com.petence 
:In dealin$ with... short-te~ cr;lses and life transitions as well as .long~ 
term, challeng~s, stresses ·and privations." 
Groups form, says Swenson, around a shared interest, concern or 
comm,on life task. They can exist :lnformally, as part of a larger fOrJl!,al 
·organization. Swenson quotes Lit.wak. as saying that ·the sepaz:ate bu·t 
mutually inter.depend.en.t exis.tence of informal,· pr.:finary groups and f.ormal 
organizations .provides the opt:bn.al· situation_ for.· both.... 
A prof essional can play a s.ignif !cant role in such a collaboration 
by ac.ting as a catalyst... In this ·way, :bnportant .new linkages can be 
formed in the life-spac.e of' the. motberg. 
A third area of :importance in the· literature concerns the practic.al 
"'- ... 
studies of separation between ·p~ents and e·hildren~.·· An :Important con-
tribut.ion to knowledge abou.t parental reactions to separation can be 
found in the .. work of Shirley Jenkins and. Elaine Norman.· These two 
researchers studied the reactions . of parents to the placEment of their 
children in foster care. They d·eveloped instruments to ·measure the 
quality and extent of the feelings .. inVolved and. were ·able to r.ecord the 
"filial deprivation"· of the parents. One of these instruments, "Parental 
Feelings Reported as Experienced on the Day of Placement,-" has been 
.ad.apted for use ·in the present study. 
Jenkins and. Norman studied separ.ation reactions under extreme 
conditions·. . Families were breaking down and children removed, at t:lmes 
forcibly, fran ·their paren~s •. The du~ation of the .separat.ion was 
unknown, but .possibly: long-term. Ev.en the pe:rmanence of the separation 
was a possib.ilipy.There _ight be ·no reunion. 
The focus .of ·.the present .study .is ·also th~ exploration Qf separa-
. tion reactions, .but as .they appear in the nomal,. ongoing . interact ion 
between par~t· and.child:. .Initial: parting·' at· JlChool entranc~ is one 
instanc.e where"· separation reactions haVe· been sttidied.The·bulk of 
./ 
• I 
the. literature coIiCerns :tlie .. eldid·'.s .reacotionS·· and ·ignores ·:tiie 
mother's reactions •. Neubauer~ in.""Issues··in . Ear];y ·Day Care:~ 
pOints out that the institution· of· clay are is· very inf·le:xib!e. 
A parent must choose between all d.ay eare or no care •. T1ie c.hild.' s 
need for. an alternative somewhere in betw.een :18. not cons·idered. 
. . 
The ·consequences of failure. to meet the eh11d 'B··needs are very 
significant in the future d.eve.lopment of the child, say both ·Neubauer 
and Heinicke ("The Organizations of Day ·Car.e'i).. 
Sally Provence, in "Program of G.rou.p Day Care .. for Young Children" 
. lists the determinants ·of the .. :Impact of the. separation experience on 
the. child as ·1) the quality of the.. child '·s relationship to the 
mother and to· other family members; 2) the developmental status of the 
child.; 3) the child's previous experiences with.separation; 4) the 
quality of the day. care ·program, and. 5) the creation of bridges between 
the child, the parent, and the- school. ·This study intend.s to find 
out :If. the saaie var.iables have an.-effect on the. motbers. 
To reduce sep.ar·ation problems, Provenc·e suggests that the parents 
~ta:y a while, ·that the child. bring. transitio1:1al.,obj ec·ts to sc.hool, 
tlui.t the .child bave a pr:lmary caretaker .at ··school,. that the· cbUd' s 
competence needs to .be promoted, and that games involving memories of 
home be initiated. Beyond Provence's listings, howevex-, Yarrow in 
"Separation from Parents" says that "research on the evaluation of 
different approaches to reducing separation trauma is almost nonexist~ 
ent~" 
Several studies on the reaction. to separation have emerged from 
the field of education. Lillian Weber observed in her 1959 disserta-
tion from Bank Street College a range of maternal behaviors, from the 
"overr.eady· mother to the underready mother." Gladys Reich did her 
Bank. Street dissertation on "Separation Anxiety" and related it to 
Mahler's theory of child development. These studies are based on 
observations of mothers and children. 
There are several studies in social work which are closely related 
to this study. 
In 1978, Phebe Rich did a dissertation at Columbia University 
School of Social Work in which she compaJ;'ed the separation reactions 
of mothers to the placement of two -and three-year-old children in day 
. . 
care. One. hypothesis was that there would be a significant difference 
. . 
in t-he separation experience of mothers ·who place their children .in day 
care centers at the age. of two and lIlOthers who enroll their children 
when they are tlu'ee. The finding was not significant. A . second 
hyPothesis reJ.ated ·mothers' separation reactions to their attitudes 
toward the role ot women in society. Here the hypothesis was supported 
f~r the mothers of the two~year .. -old.s. A, t·hird hypothes~ was that. 
differences in the separation experience. will relate to the degree·of 
necessity involved in the day Care placement.. Here the hypothesis was 
-I 
partially supported by the findings. The hypotheses in this study are 
clearly quite different from Rich's and they approach the same phenome-
non from quite a different angle, as described earlier. It is believed 
that the hypotheses of 'this study come closer to accounting for the 
phenomenon and, therefore, the findings will be more interpretable. 
In addition, the population of this study covers a broad socioeconomic 
spectrum, whereas Ms.' Rich's range was DlOre l:lmited, the test instru-
ment of this study is an ext~nsive written questionnaire, whereas hers 
was an interview, and a larger number of research subj ects was used. 
Despite these differences, Rich's dissertation is the closest to this 
'study that bas been found' and her research has be,en incorporated into 
it by using some of the same questions she used in her assessment of a 
mother's separation experience. 
Another recent Columbia University dissertation, that of Nancy 
Webb in 1979, has bearing on this study. Her topic was "Attachment 
Relationships of Preschoolers to Parents and Other Familiar Caretakers: 
I1nplications fOr Day Care and Working Mothers." Her hypotheses' we~e 
that: 1) 'lIc~Udren with little experience with multiple caretaking 
'and DC? ,previous group exper'ience'may 'eXperience 'anXiety when enroiled 
in Day Care at age three ,', ,and that 2) chUdren whose mothers return to 
work during the f1rst year-and-a-half of their life fOrDl attaC"llments 
beyon.d the nuclear famUy which seem. to aid their adjustment to the 
Day CaI;'e environment at a later age." Findings showed that all the 
chUdren ,had, strong attachme~ts ,to their DlOthers .and generally, pr~-, 
ferred them over other caretakers. Ms. Webb, while examining the 
child's side of '~he dyad points,out the dearth of information about the 
mother's contribution to it, and stresses the need for more research 




The research proDlemcalled' -for· a design which could accommo-· 
date a large number of complex· variaoles·, a large· sample size, and 
provide a comparison between the separation reactions of the ~others 
of 3 year-olds, and those of the ~thers of 4-year olds. The design 
chosen as ideally suited to meet these needs was a descri~tivesurvey 
in which comparative cross-sections .. of· two groups could be made. 
This design required 2 s·ets of· data collection, 01 and °2 • . The 
02 questionnaire was exactly like the 01 questionnaire but had the 
addition of a section on coping Dechanisms. 
The 01 questionnaire was· given in September to the group of 
mothers of the newly entering class, the three-year-olds. This 
questionnaire. gat·hered info'IlD8.tion on the current nature of· the 
separation reactions, covering both attitudes and behavior. It was 
expected that reactions recorded in this instrument would be the 
most intense, as· ~ny of the 1Dothers· were in the process of 
separation for the first time. 
As a comparison, the 02 questionnaire was given at the same 
time to the ~others· of the· -four~ear-olds, who had had their 
children in school for a year. This questionnaire elicited infor-
mation ·on the nature of the current separation rea.ction of each 
.mother from her child and on· the· adjustments she had made over the 
course of the year to the initial separation~. 
Collecting .data from"the field was a logical outgrowth of the 
resear.ch problem. The researcher needed to get information from 

effect the validity and reliability of th~ study • 
. Maturation is a variable. which involves growth and development 
of the test subjects ·over time. In this s·tudy,· one group of 
respondents is a year ahead of· the other in terms of experience. 
However, as maturation. is a central process under investigation, 
failure to control for it here is not·a:weakness. 
Instrmnent·ation··.can be a confounding variable. A different 
atmosphere, interviewer, test instrument. and/or attitude can cloud 
tes·t results. Attempts to· avoid thi~ were -made by keeping the 
atmosphere, attitude, ins.trmnent ·.and .interviewerthe same for each 
school. Variations between schools were not only Wlavoidab1e, but 
planned for to a certain extent so that there.wou1d be a broadly 
based study population. (See section on· study papulation for further 
details). In addition, although 02 has an additional section, the 
rest of the questionnaire.is identical to.the 01 questionnaire. Thus 
the effect of instrmnenta.tion·was. kept· ·to a minimum. 
History remained· a .. confounding. variable in the 01-02 comparison, 
as eXtraneous independent variables could. have operated on the 02 
gJ:"oup. of :mothers in the· year, sirice their first contact with the 
school-. A divorce:, for· inStance, . couid strongly· influence the 
relationship Between a~other. andcbild. An attempt ·to control for 
history was·· made by including. in the 0.2 questionnaire a section on 
new. activities and events·occurring.w1thin the year. 
PrQblemscQuld als·o. ·arise from· respondents· being selected 
differently from one year to the· next ~ However·, :an investigation 
into the ·admissions. processes confirmed that they have remained 
constant. 
~'I 
Mortality, or subject drop.-out,was also an intervening variable 
to be considered. Mothers who bad great difficuLty adjusting to 
separation lIlay have withdrawn' their children from t'he school, there-
fore biasing th.e 02 observation~ This would show·.up on the school 
records and attemp,ts were 1Dade to de,termine the reasons for the 
withdrawals. 
Measurement'itself can.bea . source , of·.extraneous variance as 
the measuri~g procedure itself .., can .haVe .an· impact· on the test 
subjects. However., as bo.th. groups. will underga' the s'a:me procedure, 
this interference will. nat De' an intervening variaol'e. 
As to the reliability. of' the study., .re11aoilitywasincreased 
by efforts within th.e· questionnaire to ask the. same question in 
different ways. In addition, distri1>uting the questionnaires to 
~. the 1D.others of the' tliree and four year olds, introducing the 
test instruments as .a rontine aspect of the b~ginning of the school 
year, collecting the. two' oDSerVat'ions at the same time of the year, 
and l±mitingthe period of data collection to the first ~th after 
school opening all represent 'effo~t'.ts to safeguard against inter-
, y~1ng va~~ables and improve reliability and validity. 
The external v.alidity of the study was .also considered and, 
as the study population chosen was one of'conven1en~e, no attempt 
was made' to generalize the resUlts' of' the study. 'Findings' will 
apply only to the·resPondent.s of.' the' ques·t.ioni1a:f:res and are not 
representative of'a larger:popU1at1on~ 
A final a.ttempt to' safeguard reliability' and validity was mide 
in the' ·choosing. of' the. s:ta tisti.cal .:method· for' the' analys:i,s. Given 
\ ....... 
a dependent variable as abs,tract W'as, "difficulty separating," it 
is important not only to consider the' influence of a number of 
variables, but to consider their impact jointly. Only a statisti-
cal lIlethod like multiple regression'anaiysis in which a number of 
vari'able,s can be controlled for at once, can do justice to the 
research problem. 
Recruitment and ,Description' 
of the Study PopUlatipn' 
A sampling plan was chosen wfi1ch.Would' gather data from lIlothers 
who cover the spectrum 'on' a namoer of -variao1es, including socio~ 
economic status', age, education, and employment. To facilitate this, 
schools were chosen which. woilld provide, good', comparisons 'between the 
variables,. Some had' half...(lay programs and some all-day programs; 
same schools served allliddle and upper~ddle class PQPulation and 
some served' a welfare. and working-poor population. 'Nine directors 
were approached 4 from 'private schools and 5 from schools with some 
ci.ty funding and some private funding. After consultation with 
their Boards, all directors agre~d to cooperate, ~nd all nine 
schools were includecl. in, the sampling 'plan. 
It was therefore neces'sary to hire three, research assistants 
to help with: the distribtition~ ,Three graduate ,students, two in 
social work and one in education'were found, and a meeting was held 
to discuss how to -make' procedilres' -unifOrlil. 
The instruments' developed·.were self-admiri1stered', and available 
in b.oth. English and .8'panish., Help, was offered where needed, as will 
he" des,eri:D'ed later,', The' way in wliich. the questionnaire was intro-· 
dnced' to' the respondents depended on'the preferences of the directors 
of the various. schools involved, to be described in another .section 
of the study. The directors lIlere asked to' present the questionnaire 
as a normal, natural aspect:"of'the' scliool's program •. This was a way 
to increase reliability' and validity,and reduce bias. Directors 
were cooperative in doinS tIds·. 
The distribution' procednre: was' the s'ame £or' 7 of . the 9 schools. 
In 7 of the schools a·table.was- placed' by the' entrance of th.e school 
at the oeg1niiing of the day. A resea-rcher"sat 'at the table and 
distriFmted th,e questionn~ires:', wJiicn had an introductory letter, to 
the incoming 1Il0thers"~ . The :lnO.ther~r took' ·tlie· questi'onnaires home or 
to ·work with them,', with.. the' Teqiles'~: ·that ·they·bring them back that 
afternoon or' .as soon' as posstb.le •... The same resear.cher then sat at 
the same table that afternoon' to' gather in questionnaires already 
finished' and to encourage those 1IlOthers who···had not yet completed 
the questionnaire to do so. The researcher· continued to sit at the 
table at arrival and. depar~uret1me for' ·the next day and a half to 
continue. to encourage respondents.~ It was- necessary for the 
researcher to be present .at the's'chools both at the beginning of the 
day and. at the' end, in order'· to: facilitate: the data collection 'from 
the~others who·Were Working, and·also.as the' data gathering locations 
were widely dispersed'. 
\ 
In the other.: two' schools .•.. the. di.rector&- prefeqed" a slightly 
different dis·tribution· procedUr.e.· One di-re:ctor' asked' the researcher 
to COaEt ·to· a PTA -meetins. to' d:tErtr11iute- the··q,uestionD.a.ires. 'Here the 
. . 
response rate was very' high (almost: '9"S%} as' -mothers filled out the 
ques:tionriaires' at the -Ineeting. The other' director' asked the researcher 
oJl 
to put the. questionnair.es in the children's cubbies •. Here . only 42 
percent of' th.e ·questiolUlair.es·.were· re.tilrned, showing the' need for 
face-to-face con.tact in olitai~ng responSes. 
A tota.l of 370 questionnaires. were distributed.in the 9 
. . 
s'chools • The average -response rate was' 50 percent, and 181 were 
returned. Many ·factors can account ,for' this return rate. The 
reasons .1Il0thers .-gave· for' not' retUrning.' tlie' questionnaires were: 
1. It's too long (20 pages') , 
. 2. It took. a lot' 0"£' time (45 minutes') 
3. It was 'personal (~sldilg 'income)' 
4. 'It asked for'the'name of'the'respandent 
5. It was difficult: ·to retUrn, the' questionnaire as' 
delivery, and pick-uP' of': the' children ·was frequently 
done by baliysitters., fathers., friends, etc. For 
instance, a :mother' might' pick up .the· .questionnaire, 
take it· home, . but·,·,ithenJ, not . lie . returning to the 
school to oring.back the'questionnaire~ 
. The 50 percent responSe rate raised the question of whether or 
not the resPondents .Were repr~s'entative of'" the' school' population as 
a whole. In order." .to . answer' this' ques .. tion~ the directors of each' 
school were asked. to give' the demographi.cs' of'. their p~pulation of 
:mothers. As infomnation:, on' :age. ·.edilcation~ income,. etc •. was not 
routinely gath,ered' ,oy ,each s-chool.~ directors' were asked to give their 
best estimates., 'In :.this :way~ the characteristics of the respondents 
co.uldo.e compared with. those. of."the'wh6leschool·population, in-
creasing .g~nera.1~zaDil.i,ty· of' ,the' findi:ngs. Table 3-1.: shows the 
compar·is·on.· between .the· general popUlation '.of· each"' school and .. the· 
sample data. 
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The 181 questionnaires.- whi.ch_were returned w.ere excellent both_ 
in the :quali_ty and quanti.ty of· the- information-gathered-. All 
questions were filled -out-and_"lIIB.ny comments were.-included. In 
general, comments indic~ted- that the-Eothers found the questionnaire 
to be very interesting and relevant. 
Description of the Study-Population 
The st~y popUlation consisted of 177 women. The age of the 
women ranged from. under 25 to over 44. However, the majority of the 
women were between age 25 and 34. 
TABLE 11"1-2 
AGE-OF RESPONDENTS 
Category Number of Mothers Percent 
Under 25 6 .03 
25 - 34 116 .66 
35 - 44 53 1.:.- . .-30 
44 Plus 1 .005 
Total 177 100 
The income level of the population covered a broad range, with 
59 of the 177 women living on less than $20,000 a year, and 49 living 
on over $50,000 a year. 
TABLE 11.1-3 
INCOME OF FAMILIES 
Category 
Under $10,000 
$10,000 - $19,999 
$20,000 -. $29,999 
$30,000 - $39,999 
$40,000 - $49,999 












The education level of the population was dispersed, but slightly 
heavy on the very well-educated end of the spectrum. 
TABLE I.II-4 
EDUCATION OF MOTHERS 
Category Totals Percent 
Some high school 3 1.7 
Finish high school 16 9.0 
Some college 35 19.8 
Finish college 39 22.0 
Some graduate work 28 15.8 
Finish graduate work 51 28.8 
Technical degree 5 2.8 
177 100.0 
A large percentage of the women were married (76.8%). 
TABLE II.I-5 
MARITAL STATUS 
Category . Numbers .:Percent 
!It' 
Single 18 10.2 
. Married 136 . 76.8 ;" 
Div·orced 19 10.7 
Living with partner 4 2.3 
Total 177 100.0 . 
The ethnic composition of the sample was predominantly White, 
with a few Blacks and Hispanics. In order to provide a group large 
enough to use for comparison, the Blacks, Hispanics and Orientals, 
and "others" were combined into one group. Thus, two categories 
were formed: White and Non-White. 
TABLE 1.11 .... 6 
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF MO~ERS, UNCOLLAPSED 
Ethnic Group Numbers Percent 
Hispanic 16 9.2 
Black 13 7.5 
White 140 80.5 
Oriental 4 .2.3 
Other 1 .6 
Missing _3_ 
177 100.0 
TABLE. 111 ... 7 










The emploYment status of the women in the sample was highly 
variable. There were 69 who were homemakers, 47 who worked full-tiDie 
and 30 who worked part-t:lm.e. 
TABLE ll.I .... 8 
EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF MOTHERS 
Ca'fegory Numbers Percent 
= . 
full-t:lm.e 49 26.6 
part-time 30 16.9 
homemaker 69 39.0 
student 15 10.2 
unemployed 12 68.0. 
other ··1 .6 
Total 177 100.0 
The length of employment varied widely, with the highest number of 
mothers working for over five years. In the analysts, the six 
response categories were r.educed to two. one for those who had recently 
begun wor~g and ·the second for those w~.h8d Qe~n working.for longer 
than six months.. There. were 18 mother s who -'had begun. Working within 
the past six months. The rest had been workiDg for six months or 
longer. 
TABLE 111-9 
LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT 
Category Number of Mothers Percent 
Less than 2 months 10 12.0 
Between 2 and 6 months 8 9.6 
Between 6 and 12 months 10 12.0 
Between 1 year and 3 years 23 .2i.7 
Between 3 years and 5 years 7 ·8.4 
More than 5 years 25 30.1 
Missing 94 Missing 
Of the families in the sample, 85 had only one child, 74 had two 
children, 16 had three children, and two had four children. Of the 
children. 89 were boys and 80 were girls. 
TABLE 111-10 






























.. The social class of each respondent was determined by the Two 
Factor Index of Social Position, developed by Hollingshead and 
Redlich. The two factors considered were occupation and education. 
Scores range from one to five, with a low' score indicating an upper 
class position. 
The majority of the respondents fell into the first class, but 
; Glass II and III were also· Well represented. 
C~tegory 
Social Class I 
, Social Class II 
Social Class III 




SOCIAL CLASS OF FAMILIES 













The level of general morale of the population as a whole was high. 
Only 4.6 percent of the respondents indicated that they were fairly 
dissatisfied and unhappy with their lives. The majority of respondents 
(64%) ~re fairly satisfied and happy With their lives. 
• I 
TABLE IIL-13 
GENERAL MORALE AMONG RESPONDENTS 
Category NUmber Percent 
Very satisfied, hopeful, 
happy 2 1.2: . 
Fairly satisfied, 
hopeful, happy 111 64.2 . 
Somewhat satisfied, 
hopeful,' happy 52 30.1 
Fairly dissatisfied, 
unhappy 8 4.6 
Very dissatisfied, 
very unhappy 0 0 
Missing 4 
As to religion'~ predominant religion of the sample population was 
Jewish. In order to construct an acceptable comparison group, the 
categories representing "Roman Cat,holics," "Protestants," "Others," 
and '!lione" were combined. The analysis was then performed using the 





























This s:tudy 'exPlores the possihle contribution of a nmnber of 
variables to a 1IlOtner 1·s difficulty separating. Variables were 
organized around· six, maj or hypotheses 'and" sevenDiinor ones. The 
~jor'~ypotheses relate a~other\s level of experience in separating, 
her social network, her attitudes toward. the child, and tli~ nature 
of·.her· coping 'mechanisms to her difficulty separating. The minor 
hypotneses are organized around such variables as age, religion, 
ethnicity, social class., 'length of employment., number of children, 
amount of previous separation, and overall level of general morale. 
These hypotheses will now'be explained in more detail. 
Hypothesis I: Mothers reactions to separating from 
their .children. change· over time, with initial 
reactions to.separation BOre intense· than later 
reactions •. 
Data '~er:e co··llected:. ·from mothers "by means of a. questionnaire. 
Two groups of :mothers .were· called upon. The first group of mothers 
are those currently enter.ing their children into school. This group 
. of -mothers will be experiencing physical separation from t~eir child-
·ren ·for the first 'tme, in many instances.. These mothers will be 
referred to as the' "inexperienced" ·:mothers. The second group consists 
of mothers who entered their children in school six or more months 
ago. These mothers' are used to daily separations and will be referred 
to as the "exper·ienced" mothers. 
. . 
The independent variable" h~re was the 'experience level of· :the 
mothers (~ewly entering or a veteran). The dependent variable wa.s the 
difficulty 'separating. 
Questionnaires were handed out. to each group of. mothers at the 
same . t:lme, namely., the beginning of the school. year. The ques tion-
naires were identical .except ·for the addition of a section on coping 
mechanisms in the questionnaire. for "experienced" ··~others. 
Collecting.data on mothers' .reactions to physical separation 
at two distinct points in time presented an opportunity to examine 
an aspect of the current theory on separation, namely~ .that reactions 
to separation change over time. Bowlby., the ego psychologist, as well 
as the specialists on d.ay care . (such .~s Sally Prove~ce) all agree 
on this point. Their work· is discussed .. in the .literature review. 
The hypothesis states that.the reactions to physical separation will 
be most intense at the initial separation,· before .the mothers have 
had. time to find adequate .. coping mechanisms. A year· later, mothers 
will have found ways to adapt. 
Ques·tions in the instrument . relating to this hypothesis ask 
the mothers about their difficulty separating from·their.children 
and their feelings about·the event. One question asked the mothers 
directly·: "How har4. was it for you to leave your child at school this 
'y~r?_" (AnsWers ·Overall. fall along. a continuum Qf 'very hard to very 
easy.) Others were more directed towards the type of difficulty: 
"How worried or how rel;ev.ed .did.the. .. :mo~b.~:r._fee.l.1..~~. __ .. ___ ._ ... _ .. ,. ~ ... _: .... 
Several questions were adapted frOm the research of S~irley 
.Jenkins and o·f Phebe Rich as .a way: of increasing the validity ·of the 
~ 
study. .Jenkins developed an instrument to assess Daterna~ responses 
to separation. Rich later used this measure to. compare the separation 
reactions of mothers of two-year-nlds with those of thtee-year-olds • 
. Jenkins work and Rich's dissertation are discussed in the literature 
review. 
II I 
Hypothesis 2: The second hypothesis is that the 
extent to which a given 'mother experi'ences 
difficulty upon . separation. from, .her child at 
school entrance is' a function·. of her' views of 
the, level of independence.she thinks exists 
between 'her child and herself. 
For instance, a mo.ther. who sees her child 'as a separate individual 
will have less difficulty. at parting than a mother.· who· sees her child 
as an extension of herself. The independent variable here is the 
mother's view of the ch.ild·and. the . depe~dent. variable· i.s difficulty 
'separating. ,This hypothes!1s' is'rooted in the .theories·' of "ego ~sychology, 
particularly Margaret Mahler~. Mahler. sees the. ongoing process of 
development· as organized.around separation ,and individuation. Her 
theories are explained'in more detail in the lit'erature review. 
To ,test this hypothesis, an analysis will ,be made of each 
mother's view of her child in relation to herself. 
In order to measure these very abstract and elusive attitudes, 
questions pertaining'to this variable ·(motiier.ls .. view of the level of 
her child's independence. from'. her.).. were ,divided into 3 different 
groups. Each group approached. a given.'mothersattitude from a 
different angle,. and thus served as a ,means. of improving the 
interna:l validity of the" testing of the 'hypo"theses. 
The three groups. considered. were .. 1)· the mother's views .about 
her child" s ability to· function independently, 2) the mo.ther' s 
·views.of her own dependence on her child, and 3) the mother's 
. percep'tion' . of her' 'child:' s .level. Cif differentiation' from: herself. 
The rationale 'fo~' and the ,explanation of the~e three"ways of '." 
operationalizfng the hypothesis is given below. 
A score will be developed based. on the mothers' answers to the 
questions in each .group. The score will. then be compared to her 
score on the que·stions about the ·amount. of difficulty she experi-
ences at physical· separation from her child. 
Questions ·pertaining to these hypotheses· were ·draw from two 
sources. One was Mahler's case s.tudi.es about child development and 
problematic mother~hild interaction. In these case studies specific 
aspects of a child' s be~vior were viewed as manifes tat ion£' of the 
child's level of independence. Quest·ions for the test instrument 
were derived from these discussions of .. behavior.. Sample questions 
were: 
1. Does your child initiate activities .with other children? 
2. Does your child choose his/her. own clothes? 
Other questions drawn from Mahler's discussions tapped the·mother's 
attitudes toward her early mothering experience. 
A second source of questions relating to this hypothesis was 
an. adjective checklist developed by Dr. Lloyd Silverman of New York 
University. He used checklists to determine the self-object differ-
entation (or· degree of symbiosis) between adult· schizoph~enics and 
their mothers. He asked his respondents to rate themselves in 
re·lation .to 20 adjectives. He then asked them to rate a non-
descriptpicture of an elderly woman on the same list of adjectives. 
By comparing responses given these two lists, Dr •. Silverman arrived 
at a scof~ indicating. the level of self-object differ:entiation of 
his schizophrenic population. 
Dr. Silverman's adjective checklist was adapted to suit the 
population of this study. Respondents were asked to first describe 
themselves according to the adjective checklist, and then to describe 
.... ~.-.--
their ch~ldren. By comparing the two lists, the rese 
to get a measure' of the self-object differentiation (or degree 0 
symbiosis) of the mother :with her child;, S'h comp~-;e t e 
results of this test with.the scores'derived from·t e other questions 
in this section, enhancing the·rel1abil·ity of this section of the 
questionnaire •. 
Hypothesis .3: The third hypothesis is that 
differences iu:a mother's reactions to physical 
separation from her child will be a function of 
the strength of the mother's social network. 
The dependent variable here is difficulty separating and the 
independen.t variable is strength of the mother's social network. 
The stronger the network, the' more the mother will be able to cope 
with the physical separation. This hypothesis is rooted in general 
systems theory. and the ecosystems perspective, which states that an 
upheaval in one part of a system has reverberations throughout the 
system, disrupting its equilibrilDD.. The bal'ance between the various 
'parts, or subsystems, can be restored· in an adaptive--or amaladap.tive 
way. In situations .where the relationship between the subsystems is 
healthy and well-functioning, a crisis in one' subsystem can be more 
readily absorbed. "There'is greater possibility for an adapative 
. . 
solution. Translated into social,terms., this ,means ·.that the stronger. 
the relationships th8.t 'a mother .has ':'in her overall "social. ne·twork," 
the more easily she will be able to tolerate a change in her relation-
ship to her child. Conyer~ely, the more isolated a mother is, the 
more difficulty she will have adjusting .to separation. I 
The researcher found no literature on. this pr~ftic~.J:. ext,ension '. /" V j ['" t.~ J..-._.. . ...-<.::> (jJ :;.--c. 
of social network theory to date., and for this .reason presents the d 
,I 0-.,./ 
relationship between social networks and separa£ri-Li~;:~·:in.· t;!'~' 
~ft-t,..-.. --t-) ~ " 
fOnD of a hypothesis'. This 'hypothesis will be .tested by /ns of 
an ·evaluation. of the strength of each lDOther's social network. 
The . term . "social networ·ks" is defined accord·ing to Gitterman 
and Germain as "impor.tant figures .. in ·the enviromnent, including 
relatives, friends, neighbors, ... and . peers. " Ques'tions will be asked 
about both the quality and quantity of the 1Dother"'s social world. 
What are her 'relationships like with her.husband, her parents, her 
relatives, and her 'friendS! Questions were derived from a number 
of other questionnaires: on family and social re.lati·ons. None of 
these other questionnaires.,. however, evaluated the strength of the 
mothers social networks as a whole. 
Sample questions were: 
1. How would you rate the interest which your 
spouse has in your daily exper~ence? 
.. - 2. I~ general, ·can you count .on your parents 
.for support? 
Hypothesis 4:. The fourth hypothesis is concerned' 
with the .nature.of the. coping 'mechanisms mothers 
develop .to deal wi:th phys ieal' separation from 
their children. The hypothesis is that ·the 
mothers.who 'have a·d~fficu1t ~me separating' 
will. be less 'likely to find new activities 
'(i~e. ,won't cope "as' well) and 'will be . less ' 
likely to ·have an improvement in their 
relationship with their children. 
lr'/ ... 
.. 
The questions which will elicit this information are 1). Have 
your activities changed since you enrolled .. your chi.ld in school? 
and 2) Has your relationship with your. child improved in any way? 
Whereas in the other hypotheses. the variable "difficulty 
separating" is the dependent variable, in this hypothesis, it is 
the independent variable, as .it antedates the development of coping 
mechi1nisms. This hypothesis was only tested on the "experienced" 
mothers, who had sufficient time to develop ways of coping w:ith 
separation. 
Hypothesis 5: The f.ifth hypothesis states that 
differences·in maternal. response to separation 
will relate··to the mother's. view of the school 
·as supportive ·and helpful or not. . A mother who 
feels the .school cares about the child and herself 
.will have an easier time with physi.cal s~paration. 
This hypothesis is based on the studies of Sally Provence 
(described later) and on the guidelines for s·chool· entrance 
recommended by the Board of Education of New York.City to the 
schools. It is suggested ±n this literature that a gradual transition 
should be made for the children from home to school, that parents 
should be oriented about the needs of· children entering school. The 
purpose. of these measures is to .helip the separation·process ·go more 
smoothly. It:f.s important .. to find out if the .mothers feel the school 
. is supportive and he,lpfUl. in mitigating ~heir· distress. The hypothesis 
states that the mothers who ,feel the school has not· been helpful· will 
have greater· difficulty ·.with· the separat:Lon .J>rocess. Th.e independent 
variable here is the amount of support the.mother feels she is receiv:Lng 
fram the school and.the dependent ·variable is .difficul~ in separating. 
This hy.pothesis nIl lie tes.tedliy· including in the instrument 
questions:. aoout the' jnotners t . felt needS- for'· support from the school. 
A sample question' is "Did you feel' that the teacher had enough tilDe? 
Additional. q.uestions w.ere aimed at finding out .. what exactly the 
school did do in relation: to school entrance. The results of these 
questions will then be compared ·to·the scores 'which indicate. the 
level of distress experienced. hy the·Dothers at separation. 
HyPothesis 6:' Ano.ther.lIdnor· hypothesis is that . 
. differences~ in a :mot.her' s' reaction .to physical 
separation will relate to whether the mother 
has been previously separated. from her child 
for half-day periods o.r . more , . or ·whether this 
is a first separation·~ .. A.1I1other who has 
frequently·beenapart from.her child will 
experience less separation anxiety at school 
entrance. Conversely, a·mother who has never 
even left her· child with ·a. babysitter will . 
experience greater separation anxiety~ 
This hypothesis, like hypothesis 2, is based on the ego psycho-
logical theories ·about.separation. AlD.Other who has experienced 
frequent and'regular physical. separation from her child will have 
developed coping mechanisms to deal.with them. She'will ·therefore 
feel less distress'upon entering her child in school because the 
change in her own lif~ will be :min:l.ma~. She may,' for example, be 
dropping her child off at sch09l ins.tead of at. a babysitter's on 
her way to wo.rk. 
. 'This hypothesis WIlS .. tested by asking questions about the 
mother's previous.separations from her child:. their frequency, 
dur~tion:, and regularity • Responses on· questions about· I'revious 
separations (the independent variable) were then compared to' the 
lD.Others difficulty separating (the dependent variable). 
HyPothesis 7; . H.ypothesis 7 stat.es that the .mother's 
general :morale and confidence level relate to the 
degree ofdifficu1t.y she has with physical 
sep~.r~t:l,:on~ A .other who is depressed about 
leaving her child in schoe1.may have become 
depressed because of this'separation, or may have 
been depressed for'a long time with the depression 
coming from other' causes. In other words, is the 
depression "situation-specific?" 
. Questions were asked about the state' of the mother's overall feelings 
in order to ferret out the important distinctions. 
Hypothesis 8: Does. a mother's age relate to ·her 
response to separation? 
This question is based on :much current literature which states that 
younger mothers are in ·genera1. less child-oriented than older mothers • 
. A mother's age was determined :and . then compared. to . the degree of 
di·fficulty she has separating. 
Hypothesis 9: Hypothesis 9 states that a mother's 
socioeconomic status relates to her response to 
sepax:ation. 
Social· work has long been interested in the difference in attitudes 
and behavior· resulting.from .. :different socioeconomic status; hence 
the' inclusion' of this important dimension of analysis. 
Hypothesis 10: Hypothesis 10 states that a mother's 
ethnic background .relates to her response to . 
separation. 
It has been widely noted in the literature that cultural orientation 
has a strong impact on child-re~ring attitudes an4 .behavior. Day 
care has a multi-racial population. which proyides'an ideal oppor-
tunity f9r an examination of this issue in relation to mothers' 
separation • 
. Hypothesis 11: Hypothesis Ii states that mother':s 
religion relates to her response to separation. 
. J I 
Questionnaire Construction 
Questionnaires' w.ere chosen as ,the.' ~ans of.' data collection. 
They' are flexi..D1e enaugli. to capture de.tails·., while allowing for a 
largeT samp.le size' than wou.ld:1ie pessi1ile .with. individual inter-
vi.ews:. They' can tap lioth. feelings' and context. Probes were used 
to claTify contradictions. 
A questionnaire was' conStructed to. collect data about the 
following areas, each one representative of'a hypothesis. 
1. The' separation' experience itself: Did the mother find it 
difficult? What did she do on' the first day?' How did she feel? 
2. The mothers' viewS of' the level of. :independence she thinks 
her child has attained~Does she' see hillr. as an extension of herself, 
or' as a separate indivi.dual? Does she see .her child as having needs 
different from'heT own? Has she recognized that going to school 
might be a difficult transition'foT'him? 
3. The extent of the "lIlother's social network: Does she have 
a supportive family, f.riends·, a sympathetic husband, etc. 
4. The Previous: separations: Has the "lIlother spent time away 
fram her' child before? Regularly or' irregularly? For how long? 
5. Attitude toward. the school: Does the 'mother feel the 
school is supportive, helpful, caring? 
6. General morale and conf.idence level: How does the mother's 
'response to separation campalre to her ,general m90d? Is she depressed, . 
not just about leaving her child but about· everything else? 
7. Demographics, including age, socioeconOmic status, employmeri.t, 
. .' . 
family comPosition, and ethnic and religious baCkground. 
Same of the variables aBove had factual answers, and therefore 
could be answered by a single question. A~ther's age is one 
example. Other variables, ·however, called .for feelings and at ti tudes. 
In these instances, several questions onthe.same·sUbject were in-
cluded, and answers were later joined to form composites. For example, 
the numerical score indicating.a mother,:':s level of general morale is 
based on her responses ·to 7 questions. The purpose of including· 
several questions on ·the same subject was· to i1llpr.ove the validity of 
the responses. 
Many questions were behaviorally oriented, toreduee inference 
and also to allow for. the variable to De operationalized in several 
different ways. 
Each. question was constructed along the foll·owing guidelines, 
described by Eugene Babbie. The items were· short and clear, avoidirig 
negatives and complex·sentence structure. Some "ereopen-ended ·and 
same closed-ended. Answer·cate.goriesfor the closed-ended questions 
were ·exBau·s:tive ·and mutua·lly ex~liu!dve. Instructions. i~dicated· th.a.t 
the one best answer should be selected. Questions were relevant to 
.the respondent in that they related :to .her· experience, past and 
present. Biased questions were avoided, enabling the respondent to 
choose any answer camfo~tably. The answers available emcompassed the 
full range of th~ variab.le... ·For example, a mother. could describe· her 
separation reaction anywhere along a range from very easy to very 
hard •. 
The .format of the questionnaire was spread out and uncluttered 
to aid legibility·. Questions were arranged· in a logical sequence 
with the possible ·effect of previous. questions kept .in mind. An 
·op~ning paragraph. introduced. the ques:tionnaire ,·and. explained its 
purposes. In addition~.eacli set· of questions .was given its own 
small introdUction~ 
The tone of the· questioni1ai-re was non':"threatening and under-
standing.. The tone Was established both in the introductory . remarks 
and in the questionS the:iDSeli7es. 
The reliability of the questionnaire was considered in several 
ways. The·questionnaire·utilizes as many items as possible fram 
previously used sources. The. questionnaire ··was . also checked by 
several professionals knowledgeable.~bout.its.theoretical background, 
its aims .and its purposes.· l.t was found to be ·theoretically correct. 
This is particularly important:. as both social networks· and ego 
psychology are new areas of study. 
The entire questionnaire was . then pretested on mothers of 3 
and.4 year 01ds to ·ferret··out complications and . confusions. Several 
suggestions were offered and ·.the ques.tionna1re'.~ was. amended accordingly, 
and then distributed to·the study population •. The instrument was 
precoded and later unclear responses.were deciphered.according to a 
codebook. 
Operationalizing the Variables 
The questionnaire consisted of 220 questions, some quantitative 
and some qualitative. The quantitative questions were. prepared for 
sta~istical analysis. The questionnaire had been constructed in 
such a way that~ny· of the quantitative questions covered the same 
material but from·slightly different angles. 
Questions which had· conceptual unity were grouped and tested for 
statistical reliability·. The criteria used in detenn1ning what was 
an acceptable .level of reliability was· that determined by J.C. Nunnally 
in Psychometric Theory~ He states tha·t 
What a satisfactory level.of reliabi·lity is depends 
on how a measure .is being used. In the early stages 
of research on predictor tests or hypothesized 
measures of a construct, on~ saves time and ·energy 
by working with instruments that have only modest 
r~~iability, for which purpose reliabilities of 
.60 or .50 will suffice. 
Once the reliability coefficients had been .compiled, with the 
order of the answers reversed if ·necessary, those units· which showed 
high reliability coefficients· were maintained as composites. The 
purpose of this data reduction technique was two-fold. Firstly, it 
enabled the researcher to use a smaller number of measures and there-
fore to summarize·more efficiently·and secondly, it·improved the 
reliabilitY and validity of the study by tapping a given attitude 
fram more than one dimens:1-on and then. combining the answers. 
Those 1mits which lacked an acceptable reliability coefficient 
were ex8m1ned to see ho.w· tf:1e. reliab~li ty coefficient coilld be improved. 
On same ·occasions., it was necessa,ry to delete a variable from the 
composite, and then retest the composite. for reliability. On other 
occasi.ons it was necess·ary ·to treat . items .separately and not . try to 
combine them. The rat:tonaie. for:·thei;e·.decisionS is explained· in 
the description. of the trea bnent of· each. variable •. 
Once the· re11abili.ty coeffi.c:len.ts. for· all the composites were 
acceptable, the varia,b.les.·. were tested for linearity to·:make sure 
that a high score on one variable lIleant. a high. score on another. 
All the tests for linearity welle .met, and the analysis could proceed. 
In all instances., when the variable "difficulty separating" 
was analyzeqin conjunction . with. other lDsjor. variables as well as 
the minor variables, the dis.trihution of the cases didn' t all~ 
for 2-way interactions.. However, once the minor variables which 
were insignificant were removed from the analysis, one interaction 
emerged. This ·was between the categories of social network and 
separate, and will be discussed in grea.ter detail later. 
Diffi.culty· Separ~tin&. 
~e·dependent variable, difficulty separating~.was a composite 
of three separate scores. ·The first score was taken directly from 
·the question about "how hard" i.t was to leave your child at school. 
~swers· fell along a·continuum of·l to 5. 
The second and third scores come from a list of adjectives 
. . 
describing feelings at the time of separation. The list was developed 
by ·Shirley· Jenkins'· and· Elaine N.orman ·and was used to determine the 
..ieel:l,ng s·tates·· ·~perienced liy 1DO.thers at· separation time. Adjectives 
on· the list ·were "·free, happy·, ·relieved, sad, worr1ed~ guilt:r, ·ana 
lonely. " Mothers described their ;feelings along acontinuum:·. in the 
present study. The reliabili"ty of the composite score of all these 
variables as estimated by Cronbachs ~lpha was ".74. 
Although the list of adjectives" was originally conceived and 
treated as a single unit, as" an additional statistical precaution 
in this study", the list was divided" ,into two " separate lists, one 
for those adj.ectives which expressed positive emot"ions (free, happy, 
relieved) and the other" for ""those adjectives which expressed more 
troubled emotions, (sad," worried, ""gu11ty~ lonely). The" reliability 
coefficient for the first group was .. 66, "and "for" the second group it 
was .75. When both these" comPos"ites""were considered in combination 
with the score from the "hoW"hard" question~ the" reliability co-
efficient was .79. The decision was~de to treat the" three" scores 
as one, as the reliability coefficient was high enough, and the " 
combination of the three items gave stability and strength to the 
major variable. Together they covered a broader range conceptually 
while also forming a reliable s"tatistical"1lD.it. See Table 3-16. 
Interdependence 
The second hypothesis states that the extent to Which a mother 
"experiences difficulty upon" separation from" the" clrl.ld at school 
entrance is a function of her views: of" the level" of independence 
she thinks exists between :"her "£hil.d and" "herse"lf. 
Items in the ques"tionnaire relating"" to" this hypothesis were 
\ 
divided into" three groups. The first" tested" the"1nother'"s views of 
her "own dependence on the child. The secOnd grOUP" of"" questions tested 



























Separation· lA Alpha = .79 
Separation ·l·B 
The third group tested the mothe,r' s perception of her child's level 
of differentiation from herself. The reliability of these three 
groups was .24 and it was therefore decided not to combine ,them at 
this point. 
Reliability analyses were then performed on'each of the groups 
of items separately. The first group (called Dependent "An, for 
adults) had a Cronbach Alpha of .23. To improve this reliability', 
the group was broken into two smaller subgroups each of which was 
conceptually 1mified. The first subgroup (Dependent "AI") consisted 
of two items relating to early mothering experience. The reliab.ility 
coefficient of this unit was .56. 
The second subgroup (Dependent, "A2") consisted of 3 items relating 
to the mother's perceived control over ,her child. The Cronbach Alpha 
of this composite was .49. When the one item which lowered the 
reliability was removed (".solve") the remaining' composite had a 
reliability coefficient of .53. 
The second group of items (De,pendent fI,C" for child) had a 
reliability coefficient of .52, and was maintained as a composite 
because there w~s no one component which stood out as lowering the 
reliability. 
The third group of 'items, (differentiation)" consisted of an 
adjective checklist of twenty items. The point of the list was to 
, . 
give a total score, the derivation of which will be described later. 
This list' was not compiled with internal consistency in mind, but it 
was decided neverth,eless to run a reliability analysis. The Cronbach 
Alpha was surprisingly high (.62) given'the purpose of the list.and 
~ '/ 
it appeared. that with. one small alteration it could be even higher. 
This consi.sted of deleting the. four itemS with the· lowest scores 
(11, 12,15, 20). The reliability analysis with· the reduced list 
was run again, and,· surprisingly, the Alpha dropped to .60. 
The explanation for this was that. Alpha isn't only a function 
of the intercorrelation of items-b.ut also of the number of items. 
The four deleted items were· apparently only marginally hampering the 
reliability. 
It was decided to. restore the fo.ur· items to the list, and 
use it as a whole. 
The scoring system for. the adJective checklist was developed 
by Dr. Lloyd Silverman (see Literature Review). It consisted of 
giving the adjective cl)ecklist to one .person who· is fi.rst- told to 
describe himself or herself according to the items on the list. 
The person is then t01d to think of another person and describe 
him/her according to the same list. In this instance, mothers 
were asked to first describe themselves, and then their children 
according to the adjective given. 
On each given item then, there would then be a mother score 
and a child .. score. The child's score was subtracted from the 
mother's score for each of the 20 items. The differences were then 
totalled. The greater the difference in the answers to each item, 
i.e. , .. the (M-C) sc,ore, in either direction, the greater the mother-
child differentiation. When . .a .-.~ase :wa~ .lai.ss~g:,. OD.a e,EDIlJ?On.en.t item, . '>' 
the item was assigne:d the mean of variable for those cases which. did 
have scores. . In.:this way ,the. nmnber . of. cases to . be considered 
remained ~arge (142). 
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS·OF INDEp·ENDENCE COMPOSI.T:ES 
Variable Name' 
Items treated ,together 
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At this point, once acceptable reliability coefficients for 
the individual composite variab~es.had been computed, it was decided 
again- to combine all groups into one large one. The four component 
items (Depend "A1", "Depend "A2", Depend _ "e" and Differentiation) 
were very poorly related and their average interrelation was .07. 
It was decided to treat each of- the four composite variables 
separately in the analyses. 
Only one step still remained before the two diffe~ent analyses 
could "be t'U'n. Th~_ categories of -each o~ _t-he>:f~ur compos-ite 
. ; -' . - . . 
variables had to be collapsed into two groups, creating a "high" 
and "low" categories. This done, the analyses could proceed. 
Social Network 
From among the 14 questions pertaining to a mother's social 
network, four clearly distinct conceptual units could be constructed. _ 
The units described a mother's relationship to her 1) husband, 2) 
parents, 3) relatives, and 4) friends. The average inter correlation 
of the questions pertaining to the hnsband was ~94, to the parents, 
.78, to the relatives, ~70, and to the friends, .50. While the 
first 3"un!ts were" strongly interrelated, the fourth (friends) 
consisted of items whose relationships were only barely acceptable. 
An additional problem ,with the composite "friends" was that the 
distribution of the -cases was very uneven, with the bulk of the 
cases falling into one category. It seemed that the questions did 
not measure well. 
At this-_-p6int, the question of-whether to create-a general 
large category'which-would "sUimnarize- social network 'information or 
,., 
to maintain four smaller specific categories was raised. There. is 
extensive literature in the field of sociology on social networks, 
however, there is no one rationale for combining the components of 
a social network. In fact, say David Kroke and James Kuklinski in 
Network Analyses " ••• Researchers capacities to conceptualize and 
operationalize variouS types of networks are ,almost 1mlimited." 
Certainly, they go on to 'say, some types of relational content are 
more common than others. Network analyses of kinship and descent 
relationships or of role relationships ,among family, for example, 
are studied fr'equently. However, it is clear 'that network analyses 
take on many forms to suit the purposes of the researcher. 
In this study, the researcher was interested in thE~:~ :;'c'lA-
'social contact of the respondents taken as a whole. A respond~t" f 7 
connections to her husband, parents, rel~ives, and, friends were seen 
as different instances of the same phenomenon, namely, how connected 
the res,pondent ,was to others socially. The researcher was interested 
not in the object of the contact, but in the amount of contact. 
For this reason, it was c;1ecided to 'combine, the social network 
component items into, one unit which would summarize the relational 
context of the respondent's l~fe. 
A reliability analysis was computed to determine the average 
intercorrelation of the four composites (husband, pare,nts, relatives, 
and friends)~ The reliability coefficient ,was q~ te low, at .,42. 
, ' 
"Friends" seemed to have little rela,tion to Husband, Parents,' and . 
Rela,tives, s'o it was deleted and the reliability analysis run again. 
This time, the Alpha went up to .49. These three composites then were 
. " 
treated· singly as th.e· composi.te "Social Network", and the smaller 
composite "friends" was treated· separately. 
TABLE 111-18 
RELIABILITY ANALYSES FOR THE SOCIAL NETWORK COMPOSITES 
Social Network Composite: Husband 
1. how much agreement 
2. how get along 
3. how much interest 
Social Network Composite: Parents 
1. how is getting· together 
2. how personal 
3.. how much support 
Social Network Composite: Relatives 
1. how .many in con tact 
2 .. how often talk 
3. how much help 
. . 
Social Network C~posite: Friends 
1. how many 
2. how close 
3. how much help 
.Social ~etwor!. Composite: Husband + Parents + 
Relatives If. F.riends 
Social Network Composite: Husband + Parents 
+ Relatives 
Alpha = .94 
Alpha = .78 
Alpha = .70 
Alpha = ·.50 
Alpha = .42 
Alpha = .49 
Coping Mechanisms 
An additional. section on' the copin.8. ;mechanisms mothers have 
developed t.o: deal with their difficulty. separating was given to 
the "experi.enced" mothers. The .purpose·. of this section was to 
elicit i.nformation on what the mothers have done since initial 
separati.on a year ago, and how their activities have effected their 
relationships with their chi1dren~. Although ·there were five questions 
in this section, only two were used for statistical. analysis. The 
other three were used to provide a more qualitative account of 
post-separation experiences, and will be described later. 
The two main questions on coping 1IlE!chanisms w~re 1) "Have you 
activities changed since you enrolled your child in school?" and 
2) "Has your relationship with your child improved i.n any way"? 
Whereas throughout the rest of the study, the variable "difficulty 
separating" was the dependent 'variable, in thi's hypothesis, these 
two items, treated. independently., w.ere considered to be the 
dependent variables... The reason for. this was that ~he development 
of coping mechanisms of necessity postdates the separation experience. 
Each of the new dependent variables. was ~ analyzed in conjunction 
with 6 predictor -variab1es:~ Results indicat'ed' that several 'of' the 
predictors contributed'significant1y towards explaining the 
variation in the dependent. variables .• This·will·be .discussed 
further in the section describing the findings. 
Attitudes ToWard School 
The major.ity of variables describing a mother's attitudes 
towilrd school :·wer~ qualitative and descr~ptive. Those which were 
.-
quantitative were not useable in a statistical analysis, because 
the distrihutionofcases among the cells was so uneven. There 
was not enough variance to perfonn an analysis. 
Previous.Separation.Experience. 
A composite was :made of.5 items .. from the questionnaire 
pertaining to· the amount of· separation· a given·mother-child pair 
had experienced prior to school entrance. 
The five items asked about how old the child was when the 
mother ·first began .. spending a half-day or 1Il0re· apart from him or 
her; how· much time was. spent apart, how· .long,· how long· the separations 
were (a.whole.day·or a half day), how frequently they were, and 
finally, if there were· any. sep.arations. of a week or longer. 
The reliability coefficient as estimated by Cronbach's Alpha. 
for these five items Was .68 •. 
The item which lowered .the reliabil1.ty the most was pertaining 
to the separat'ions of a week· or longer.. When. it was deleted from 
the composite, the Croubach Alpha.was slightly higher. 
Although these items d·id make a moderately reliable statistical 
unit, asa conceptualuni t· they were fairly: unwieldy. . For example, 
the separation experience· of a mother who left her child for a few 
hours with some one. else every day.· was . qualitatively different from 
a mo.ther who left her child. for.:the whole day every day. 
It.was decided for these·reasoDS.to·use only the respOnses to 
the question a~out leaving· for part of the day ·in· the analysis •. 
Resp.onse categories, originally .. si:x . i~ u\DD.ber, were collapsed 
into .. two categories, so that there was.~a high and a low score on the 
, -, 
amount of .. previous. separation. Response category 1 and 2 were 
·combined, and .response· categories 5 and 6 were combined. 'The 
middle two categories Wherein the Eother said that she left her 
child for two or three half days a weeks were deleted from con-
sideration in. the analysis as they represented·~ddle.range answers 
Which could not.j~stly be considered in either 'the 'low or high 
category. The number of' cases used in the analysis was 111. 
General Morale 
The variable "genera1.morale.!' is a· composite of· all seven 
items included in section'V of the ques.tionnaire... The section, 
when viewed as a whole, describes a given mother.' s outlook and 
approach toward life. Is she generally satisfied., interested in' 
her' daily life, happy with her decisions, and optimistic about 'the 
future? The reliability coefficient of all these items when 
cambined, was .73, a nmnber·sufficiently.high to comfortably 
justify trea~ing tpe 7 items as one statistical unit. 
Social Class 
Each lIlOther .. was designated. to one of' five 'social classes. The 
choice of social class was b~sed. on a score derived from T·he Two 
Factor Index of Social Position, developed by Ho.llingshead and 
Redlich. The two factors considered' were o~cupation.and education. 
Scores ranged from .. 1 ·to· 5, with.a low .. score indicating an upper 
clas.s position.. The mOther's. l~el' of educ~tion. and·. the .occuPat;ional 
role. she has in society were ·each,1DUltiplied.by a fa'ctor weight 
previously determined by multiple regression techniques. 
.-
, -
The social class score Was llSed in the .~ultipT..: regression analysis 
where it wu·-.treated· as a confounding or' antecedent ·variable. See 
the' taole:in the' section on' demographics for' a frequency distribution 
of the scores. 
The information used in the statistical analysis concerning a 
DOther 1 s age Was taken directly from the item on the questionnaire 
relating to that topic. The' variable Was' considered to be.confounding 
one and therefore was treated as an indepeu~nt variable iD the 
multiple regression analaysis. 
Information.on the range of ages. of the women in the study 
population can be found in the:section describing the demographics 
of the study population. 
Ethnic Group. Religion, 
and Length of Employment. 
Information pertaining to these variables was also drawn 
directly fram the responses on the questionnaire. However, the 
distribution of the responses among the cells of these variables 
was very uneven. 'Under-ethnic.- group, for example, ''White'' was over-
whelJDingly .predominant, while under .. religion, "Jewish" predominated. 
The sample size of the other categories was too'small to keep them 
separate. To counteract these imbalances, several.cells in each of 
the above variables. were collapsed., and the responSes were recorded 
into two groups. The new categories' formed under religion were 
"Jewish" and "Non-Jew:L.sh", and the' DeW: t::at.egories formed under ethnic 
tV 
group were ''White'' and "Non~White". Responses to the question about 
length of employment w.ere recoded.into two categories, "employed for 
. . 
less than six months" and "employed for more. ·than six months." The 
results of this recoding process can be seen in the tables in the 
section on demographics. 
Number of Children 
A table showing the number of children in each family can be 
found in the section pertaining to'demographics.' For purposes of 
the analysis, a pregnancy' was counted as· a child, in recognition 
of the impact that planning and . preparing for another child has .on 
a pre-existing 'mother-chi'ld relationship. 
The study was ,not as concerned,' however,. ... with the' relationship 
between the exact number, of children and the major variables as it 
was with relationship between an'increasing number of children and 
increasing separation difficulty. This distinction may seem like 
hair-splitting, but. it made a difference;. in terms of the instructions 
given to the cemputer .•. The computer was asked to treat the variable 
. as continuous, i.e., to find out whether having more children 
relative to having less children was associated". with a higher score 
on difficulty separating. 
The variable pertaining to the number' of children was treat~d 
as an independent variable.: It§ .rela1;:ionship to all the 1D.inor 
variables was taken into account in examining its relationship to 
the major variables. 
. , 
TABLE 3-19 
OPE RATIONALIZATION AND RESPONSE CATEGORmS OF 
MAJOR AND MINOR STUDY VARIABLES 
. Varialiles 
Major dependent -variao.le 
Difficulty Separating 
Minor dependent variable 
Coping Mechanisms 
Independent variables 
Level of Experience 
Degree of independence 




View of child's 
independence 
Different iation· 
Social Ne twork 
Attitude towards school 
Did teacher give 






5 categories, from very hard 
to very easy 
Change ·in activities: yes or no 
Improvement in r.elationship 
with child: yes or no 
2 categories 1. Inexperienced 
2. ·Experienced 
,. 
5 categories, from not at all 
to very ~uch 
5 categories, from not at· all 
to very much 
5 categories, from never to always 
Ad~ective checklist; 5 categories 
from "not at all" to "very" 
5 categories, from very. isolated 
to well supported 
2 categories, yes or no 
2 categories from·l) never or 
one half .day a week to 2) 








Length of Employment 
Number of Children 
Response Categories 
q 
5 categories, from satisfied 
and happy to depressed 
and bored 
4 categories 
5 categories, from Class I to 
Class V 
< 
2 categories: White and Non-White 
2 categories: Jewish.and Non-Jewish 
2 categories: 1. Less than 6 months 
2. More than 6 months 
One or more., treated continuously 
, I 
Logic of the Analysis 
The focus of the study is the nature of mothers' reactions to 
separation from their children at school entrance. Six maJor and 
seven minor variables were hypothesized to be related to difficulty 
with separation. Major variables were degree of independence, 
strength of social network, level of experience., coping mechanisms, 
attitude towards school, and previous separation experience. Minor 
variables were age, general morale, social class, ·ethnicity, religion, 
employment, and number of children. 
Two methods of statistical analysis were used to study the 
relationship between the dependent variable (separation reaction) 
,. . . 
and the independent variables. The methods, ~ultiple regression analysis 
and analysis of'variance, were chosen for their ability .to handle 
multiple variables, and to describe the relative importance of each 
,to a dependent variable • 
. Two groups of data were collected. ,A .mult·iple regression analysis 
·was first performed to compare ,.the two groups of data and ·h~ they 
related to a.third variable while still controlling for ·independen~ 
or predictor variables. Where none of the predictors'were sig-
nificant, . they weree xclude:l fr.om the anova in order to preserve 
.degrees of freedom. This made the anova more powerful. 
The analysis of variance was then performed, to ascertain the 
relationship between the dependent variable and each of the major 
independent variables. In this way., the influence which the ::1n-
d~ilenden·t . vilriables . ~ight :"have had :on 'the ~j or variables wa~""'­
filtered out. 
Once the anova was performed, adjusted 'mean .scores for each 
group.of data were derived ·and compared. The central questions 
asked" were 11 Is the"re a differencehetlieen the adjusted ..mean scores 
of'" tlie "17uiaoles" conSidered, and 21":[f so." was: that" difference "real" 
ox" att:rilintalile to chance," In other""words, was" the" difference 
between the" :means" statistically" significant? The null hypothesis 
stated" that there" was" no -relationship" bet:ween" the" "variables". Infor-
1D&tion"d:rawn from" the regression analysis and the analysis of 
'Variance woUld "be" Used" to either""rejector" not" reject the null 
hypothesis". If the" null hypothesis "W~8 rejected~ the inference would 
be that treatment effects were operating on" the" data. 
Th"e variaBles age," general "lIIOrale, " social class ~ "ethri.ic group, 
religion~ length of " employment, and number" of" children were included 
in the analys"is for" two" -reaSons'. The first was', that "their relation-
ship to" the -main "17arialile," difficulty s"eparating, " was of" interest in 
and of" itself. The reasons for"this-are explained in the section 
descr:i1li,ng the hypotheses'. An attempt was therefore made to 
determine Whether or"not" any of" them :related significantly to the 
major'dependent -variable"." To" answer" this statistical" question, the 
variables were considered jointly in a multiple regression analysis 
The" reason" they; were "treated eoncurrently was that it was con-
sidered fallaciouS to examine" the relationship of one of them to 
the dependent variable" Without knowing of" the poss~ble contribution 
of' the" others. To" do so willd "he to" ignore the complexity of the 
dependent variable. " 
The second purpose, of' including tb.e"",ab0i7e "mentioned' vari.bles 
, , 
in th~ study was to use thein" as "controls" on' the":1nain variables. 
It was possible that they"~ght:confound"or"obscure tbe"~in 
(I 
relationship under study. Once the·~ultiple regression analysis had 
determined what their contribution in explaining the variation in 
the dependent variables was, their effect could be taken into 
account and the analysis of variance could. be undertaken with full 
confidence that the relationships of the main independent variables 
to the .dependent variable were "purged" of any confounding with the 
~dependent variables. 
The analysis of variance yielded tables of means and ~evels of 
significance. Where the relationships ·between the variables ·had 
been predicted in a certain way·, the numbers indicating the levels 
of significance on the computer could be divided by two, as the 
computer gives a "two-tailed" result. 
The number of questionnaires which were processed was 177. 
Although 181 questionnaires were returned, four were in Spanish 
and were not considered .in the analysis as they did not form a 
group of sufficient size. 
CHAPTER IV 
REPORT OF FINDINGS 
Hypothesis 1 
In the analysis of the first hypothesis, the effect of experience 
on difficulty separating was examined. The hypothesis stated that the 
reactions to separation change over t:lme and will be most ·intense at 
. . 
the initial separation (i.e., when mothers first enter their children 
in school), before mothers have had t:lme to adjust and find adequate 
coping mechanisms. 
The variables measuring "difficulty separating" and the variable 
"experience with separation" were compared. 
As described in the section on operationalizing the variables, the 
variable "difficulty separating" was a composite of three items. Al-
though the composite was used throughout the analysis, it is of interest 
to note the frequency distribution of one of the items as a prel:1m.inary 
step before discussirig the findings. The item is "How hard was it for 
you to put your child in school?" The responses to this it~ were 
tabulated according to whether the mothers w~re "inexperienced" with 
separation, (i.e., they were just entering their children into school) 
or whether t~y .~e "experienced" with sepa~ation, (i.el!' 'their 
... , 
children bad been in school for 6 months or more) • 
Of the 81 "inexperienced" mothers, 44 found separation hard and 37 
..... 
found separation easy. Of the 95 "experienced" mothers, 16 found separ-
ation hard, 79 found it easy. The range in the dependent variable, 
even though it is not here in its composite form, is readily apparent. 
See Table 1. 
TABLE :X;V 1 
RELATION BETWEEN ''LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE" AND 
HOW HARD WAS SEPABATION 



















The frequency distr.ibution of the composite "difficulty separ~ting, II 
-- . 
the maiD dependent vat:1able, also had a' broad range. Of the 78 "iD-
expeJ;'ienced" mothers, 55 found separation hard and 23 found it easy. Of 
the "experienced" mothers, 38 found it hard aDd 55 found it easy. See 
Table 2. 
.' ..... . 
TABLE IV 2 
RELATION BETWEEN ''DIFFICULTY SEPARATING" AND 





Level of Experience 
Inexperience Experience 
:.N % N %. 
(55) .. 71 (38). 41 
(55) 59 
(78) . 45.6 (93) 54.4 
\' 
TABLE IV 3 
Responses to Variable ''Difficulty Separating" 
Difficulty Absolute 
Separating Code Frequency 
Very hard 3 1 
4 1 
5 :4 
Bard 6 1 
7 4 
8 4 
A bit hard 9 11 
10 ZO 
11 28 
.. . .. 
Eaay 12 20 
13 30 
Very easy 14 29 
15 ··19 




















The central question asked in this hypothesis was '~ow much of a 
difference is there between experienced scores on "difficulty separat-
ing." The results of the anova indicated that the hypothesis was 
clearly confirmed. There was a highly significant difference between 
the separation reactions of the inexperienced mothers and the ex-
perienced mothers. Scores had a possible range from 3 to 15. The 
frequency distribution for the scores can be seen in Table 3. The 
grand mean was 11.78. The separation score for the inexperienced 
mothers 'was 10.68 and the separation sCore for the exper·ienced mothers 
was 12.70. A lower score indicated a greater diff·iculty separating. 
This two-point difference proved to be highly significant. 
The Multiple R Squared was .168, indicating that 16.8 percent of 
the variance in "difficulty separating" was explained by the level of 
experience. This was a strong finding in the field of the social 
sciences, where measures are "sof~." 
The diff.erence between the means of the two groups of mothers 
proved to be not only significant, but in the predicted direction, 
namely, that separation became easier over time. The inexperienced 
mothers clearly had greater anxiety about separation. 
TABLE IV-4 
ANOVA FOR THE EFFECTS OF LEVEL OF 
EXPERIENCE ON DIFFICULTY SEPARATING 




The two variables means were also tabulated in an anova where the 
influence of the variables age, soc:l.al class', general morale, etc., was 
considered. None of the predictors had a significant relationship to . 
the Jll8,jor dependent variable, "difficulty separating." However, the 
very solid dUference ~~t~een ih~ aeans. of ,the ·~c.~~e~ of . "lev~ of. 
. ..' . ". . . 
exper'ience" remained highly Significant not only here, but throughout 
the entire analysis. 
" { 
In considering the meaning of this finding several possible 
explanations come to mind. One alternative· is that the age of the 
mothers is a factor •. There is a year~ difference between the 
experienced and the inexperienced mothers. Perhaps this year was 
. significant. in terms of the maturity of the mothers. This possibility 
is not a likelihood, however, because the age was a predictor 
variable in the multiple regression analysis, and found to be insig-
nificant. 
One alternative is that the age ·of the children is a factor. A 
'years difference in a young child·can mean an enormous difference in 
terms of the Child's level of independence. Perhaps the mothers of 
the older children were less anxious.as their children were so much 
more self~sufficient. This important question deserves a thorough 
examination of its own, which it re·ceivesin the discussion of the 
findings of Hypothesis 2. 
Yet another alternative explanation· for the finding that exp~ri-
enced mothers are less anxious about .separating than inexperienced 
mothers is that·the experienced mothers, having become a part Qf the 
school s:rst~m, have taken on the particular role expectations that a 
school maintains .for ··itsparents. The mo·thers have been taught, 
through the behavior of teachers, director, and experienced parents, 
What is considered to be appropriate separation behavior, and, through 
peer pressures, ·they have begun to conform to .the social norm. 
·The .fourth. explanation is. that the. experienced ·mothers have become, .. 
after a year~s worth of separation, very familiar with the phenomenon. 
Their children 1Day . still be deperul~t on them, but, through practice, 
they have learned not to worry about them. ,Hypothesis 5, discussed 
later, compares a mother;',s difficulty separating with the amount 'of 
separation experienced prior to school entrance, and finds sig-
nificant differences in the difficulty with separat,ion between the 
mothers who were frequently apart and those, who ,were rarely apart. 
This finding corroborates the explanation that practice makes 
separation easier. 
This finding is consistent with the assumptions about separation 
whic;h underlie the work of both John Bowlby and the ego psycho-
logis~s. (See Review of the Literature) The assumptions state 
that separation reactions change over time, that separation becomes 
easier as each mother-child pair'becomes more habituated to it, and 
that growth 'and development move in the direction of ever increasing 
independence between mother and child. 'The very clear differences 
between the experienced mothers and the inexperienced mothers, in 
terms of their ability to tolerate separation, ,provides a specific 
concrete example of the broader theoreticai trends. 
The ,difficulty ~servablein the inexperienced mothers in dealing 
with separation has implications for practice. The first is that, 
given the clear discrepancy between the experienced and'inexperienced 
mothers to deal with separation, a method be found for'the experienced 
mo'thers to, help the inexperienced mothers. A big sister program would 
be one way to facilitate this:h,elping p~oces~. 
A second way in which so~ialworkers' 'could,' help ,pa.rents"with " 
separation is to educate teachers. Social workers can help teachers 
become both more sensitive to parents and more familiar with 'the theory 
about separation. This would help them recognize :the importance of 
trying to promote smoothly separating mo.ther-child pairs • 
. Hypothesis 2 
Hypothesis 2 states that reactions to separation change accord-
ing to the mother's new of 'her relat.ionship; w~th her child. A 
mother who sees her'child as a separate ·indi.vidual.will have less 
difficulty at parting than a.mo~er who. sees he~' child as an' 
'extension of herself.. 
The hypothesis was operati.onalized by grouping the items into 
four different categories andcamparing each one with a·mother1s score 
.. on "difficulty separating." (See s·ection on operationalizing the 
variables. ) 
In each comparison, the two.main variables of interest were first 
compared jointly with all the predictor variables. Where the 
predictors were .. found to be' ins ignif.i cant , the two main variables 
of interest were then compared in an.analysis of variance. 
The first category was called "early mothering expe.rience." The. 
items in this category asked the respondent to describe how much she 
enj oyed the early per iod when her child was very dependent on her. The 
scores were then· compared to the scores on "difficulty separating." 
The findings were that the separation scores of the mothers who enjoyed 
the early dependency were significantly different from those who did 
not. The significance was .036.and the Multiple R Squared was .198. 
This indicated that "early mothering experience" together with !.~level of 










ANOVA OF EFFECTS OF EARLY ~OTHERING 
EXPERIENCE (A) ·AND LEVEL QF EXPERIENCE (B) 
ON DIFFICULTY SEPARATING 
DF Mean Square F 
2 13.22 
2 183.12 36.44 






*Indicates a t~-tailed result to be divided by two .where the hypoth~sis 
was one-tailed.' 
. ,: :" .:, . 
The group of respondents with the lowest scores consisted of 26 
people. The mean separation score, wherein a low score means more dif-· 
ficulty separating, was 10.84. This group of mothers enjoyed the de-
pendency :1mmensely. The mean for the middle raIige .group, numbering 88, 
was 12.01, and the mean for the high group, numbering 53, was 11.77. 
These mothers did not enjoy the early mothering experience. The dif-
ference between the low ·and medium scores is a full 1.16. The differ~--. 
ence between the medium and high scores is .34, less than a half a 
point, and in the 9PpOsite direction. This indicates a slight re-
versal. However, in the context of the overall pattern, the reversal 
seems insignificant, and may well be due to chance fluctuation~ 
TABLE IV-6 
MEAN· SCORES OF EARLY MOTHERING EXPERIENCE AND 
LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE ON DIFFICULTY SEPARATING 
Grand Mean = 11.77 
Variable and Category N 




Level of Experience 
Iuexperience 76 










Nevertheless, the entire pattern of the responses indicates that 
mothers who felt very intense reactions to the early mothering ex-
perience, be it either strong liking or strong dislike, had a more 
difficult time adjusting to separation that than mothers who had only 
moderately pleasureable early mothering experiences. 
To be more specific, the mothers who ve~y much enjoyed staying 
home with their children had a very difficult time separating from them 
at school entrance. 
It .could be stated that these mothers had more difficulty adapt-
ing th~selves to their children's changing needs. They may have be.en 
more comfortable with the~ child's early needs for dependence than 
their child's growing needs for independence. They may have found then 
the act of separating to be more difficult. 
The second group of mothers enjoyed their early mothering ex-
perience to only a moderate degree and found the separation at school 
en·trance to be quite easy.. These mothers may repres.ent the. well 
adjusted JlU)thers. They were able to· recognize ambivalent f eel1ngs. 
They were able .to tolerate the excessive demands of the infant and 
to~dler and still derive some satisfaction from the experience. They 
were also comfortable, it seems, with the child's growing ability to 
·function without the!D.. They could welcome the separation. at school 
entrance. 
The third group of .others, those with "high" scores, strongly 
... d;lsliked the ·early ~ther.ing· experience, but lieVertheless found· ·it 
sOlD,ewhat diff icult to separate. It could be concluded that these 
mothers ·had much mo~e difficulty adapting. They might have .been 
dissatisfied with their children's extreDle dependence on them, but then 
also may have had difficulty letting them go when the t:lme came. 
A second composite variable compared to "difficulty separating" in 
Hypothesis . 2 was a mother's "perceived control" over her child. 
"Perceived control" was divided into three response categories , and 
interestingly, there was considerable range among the 'answers~ There 
. were 42 mothers who felt they ~d great difficulty disciplining their 
chUdren, 95 who felt they ·had some diff1cuity, and 30 who felt that 
they had good control over their chUdren. 
The results of cOMparing th~ scores of these three ~esponse_ 
categories to "difficulty separating" however, .yielded no significant 
differences among the categories. The mean separation score of the 
mothers with great difficulty disciplining was 12.03. The mean score. 
of the mothers who had SOMe difficulty disciplining was 11.67, and'the 
. mean score of the mothers who had no d1fficulty disciplining was 12.01. 
The ~ltiple R Squar.ed was .181. 





MEAN SCORES OF PERCEIVED CONTROL AND 
LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE ON DIFFICULTY SEPARATING 
Grand Mean II: 11.82 
Variable' 'and Category N 
Perceived Control 
~ow (no control) 42 
Medium 95 
High (good control) 30 
Level of Exper ience 
I.nexperience 77 







~plicit in the hypothesis was the idea that a mother who saw her 
child as'an independent being rather than as an extension of herself 
would be more able to discipline appropriately. Such, a mother would 
also be able to tolerate separation. 
This finding, hOwever. indicates that there is no relat,ionship , 
between a mother's ability to di.scipline her child and her ability to 
tolerate separation. 
The third ,composite variable compared to "difficulty separating" 
'in l1ypothesil!l' ,2 was '~t'her' s' V,iew of child's level of independence." 
. . . . 
Fbld:tngs Were that 'the variations' in' the 'mothers' views' ot"'herchlld 's' 
.j:nd.ependence cO.rrelated 's'ignificantly with her difficulty separating. 
The measure of the significance was .027 • The Multiple R squared was 
.200. 
Scores on the mothers view of her child's independence were 
divided into three response categories, with a low score indicating 
extreme dependency and a high score indicating strong independence. 
The 35 mothers _ who saw their children as extremely dependent had a 
separation score of 11.04. The III mothers who saw their children as 
moving comfortably towards independence had a separation score of 
11.94, almost a one point difference. The 20 mothers who viewed 
their children as highly independent were able to separate from them 
very easily. Their mean score on separation was 12.53, the highest 
score of all. 
TABLE IV-B 
-MEAN SCORES OF VIEW OF CHILD'S INDEPENDENCE AND 
LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE ON DIFFICutTY SEPARATING 
Grand Mean = 11.B1 
Variable and Category 
View of Child's Indep.endence 
-Low (very -dependent) 
Medium 
High (very independent) 















The correlation between a mother's view of the level of her child's 
independence and her difficulty separating f~om that child was clearly 
established as significant and in the predicted direction, namely, that 
the mother who was able to recognize her child's ability to function 
without her was more able to tolerate separation from that child. The 
mothers who could assess the ability of a three- or four-year-old 
realistically could feel comfortable leaving h~ or her t knowing the 
child could manage. But a mother who saw her .child as unable to 
. function well independently would continue to help the child and thus 
foster the very dependence she was so worried about. 
TABLE· IV-9 
ANOVA OF THE EFFECTS OF VIEW OF CHlLU'S INDEPENDENCE (A) 
AND LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE. (B) ON DIFFICULTY ·SEPARATING 
Source DF Mean Square F 
Main Effects 
A 2 14.020 2.959 
.B 1 98.507 20.787 
Two-way 
. Interactions 





*Indicates a two-tailed result to be .div:ldect" by two wher~. :~he hrP0the~is 
·was one-ta·Ued.· 0" -:' '. • . ' .', . ' • ~ 
It is interesting here to note the action-reaction-action cycle 
that exists between mother and child. If a child is more independent, 
the mother in turn, can be more easily convinced that he can manage 
without her. Likewise, if a mother has confidence that her child can 
adJust to the classroom, that· attitude will influence the child. 
A two-way street exists here, and it becomes clear that social 
workers can intervene from either direction. They can help the 
mothers or the children or both. Social workers·can help. the mothers 
.by building up a supportive network within the school - a practice 
approach discussed'elsewhere in this discussion. And social workers 
can intervene from the child side of the mother-child dyad. One 
possible way·would be to prepare the child for separation by teaching 
. him specific competency skills, since it appears in this study that 
the more independent the child is, the easier the,separation. Yet 
this study does not make a distinction ·among different forms of 
independence. The questions measur~g the child·'·sindependence 
assess independence in several areas. The child·could be very 
competent socially, and feel comfortable ente·ring a group of 
·children, but yet have very few of, for lack of a. better term, 
instrumental skills, and be unable to deal with the world on a 
practical level. Although ce·rtainly both areas are important, is 
strength in one area mar,e critical? Further research would be· very 
useful here. 
In Hypothesis 2. the "fourth c,Qmpos~te va.r~ble" compared t.o " 
,idifficulty separating" is "mother-child differentiation." Here, 
although the findings were not significant. they were in the pre-
dicted direction. 
Scores on "mother-child differentiation" were put into two 
groups. divided at the median." There was very little variation be-
tween the two groups. The low gto~p, numbering 26 mothers, had a 
mean score of 11.36. This group saw very little differentiation be-
tween themselves and their children. They" found their chUdren to 
have the exact same attributes as themselves. and to the exact same 
degree. 
The p.igh group, numbering 145. had an average score of 11.86. 
This group saw more" differences between themselves and their chUd-
reno The difference between the two groups was small (a half a point) 
but stUl in ~he predicted direction. The mothers who saw more dif-
ferentiation between themselves and their children had an easier t:lme 
with separation at school "entr"ance "(higher scores). 
The finding is consistent with" the theories "of "ego psychology. 
While ego psychology does not specifically deal with the mother's 
experience with psYcholog1.cal"separation~ it does suggest that the 
mother and chUd are boUnd in a psychological unit. Both halves of the 
unit must "participate in the s~paration pr~cess". 
If the mother's p"erception of "the child" as hav:f..ng different 
. . ." 
process of spearat10n"has progressed, then the mothers who see more 
differences are the ones" who are further along in the process. 
TABLE IV-10 
MEAN SCORES OF MOTHER-CHILD DIFFERENTIATION AND 
LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE ON DIFFICULTY SEPARATING 
Grand Mean = 11.78 
·Variable and .Category 
Mother-Child Differentiation 
Low (little differentiation) 
High (more differentiation) 











One would expect that the initial parting at school entl;ance 
would be easier for the mother-child pai:rs which ·are fuz::ther along-· 1.n 
. . 
that process, and therefore easier for the mothers in those pairs. 
It is interesting to note here, however, that this differentiation 
.' . . 
measure had only minimal success in captur:lng the differentiation be-
tween a mother and her very young ch~d. This is· seen :In the small 
amount of variation in the scores. 
The sca1e was originally developed to measure d1fferentiat.ion 
between adult schizophrenics and ~he1r mothers. ~n this 8tud.y~ ~w~ 
. ., .' .' .. ' ': . . . .' .' '. - . . .. .: . .' ,.' '. . . -'. .' . ." .'. .:. :.' ., -. . .' .'~ 
ever, it was used to measure. the differ·ent:lation between mothers and 
their young children. It was found to be less successful· as a measure 
l '-401 
for the population of this study. A possible explanation for this lies 
in the nature of the differentiation process itself. The mothers in 
this study have only recently emerged from the total symbiosis which 
exists between a mother and her newborn. The mother-c.hlld relation-
ship has not had time to mature to a point where differentiation is 
sufficiently developed to be clearly measured'by this particular 
measure • 
. Hypothesis 3. 
In the third hypothesis, the effect of a .~ther's social network 
on "diff1c.ulty separating" is examined. The hypothesis states that 
reactions to separation 'at school entrance will relate to the str~gth 
of a mother's social network. The stronger the network, . the more the 
mother will be able to cope with the separation. The more fragile 
and unsuPl>0rtive the network, the more difficulty the mother wUl have 
adjusting to separation when she first puts her child in school. 
Implicit in the hypothesis is the idea that separation wUl be 
. m.ore ·diff;tcult for the inexperienced .isolated mothers than the ·ex-
perienced isolated mothers. 
In the" mul.tiple regression aiuilYsis;· no pred1c.i:o.rs were significant 
and no interactions appeared. llowever, in the anova, where var18.bles 
which were not significant· on 'prior ~uns wer~ excluded significant"· 
·interactions .. erged, partially confi~ing the h~thesis. (See Table I.V~ 
11).. Tb.e relationship b~tween t~e .~treu.gth 9f the' soc tal ne~~rk and 
. ~.., . '. . ": '. " '.: . ~ . 
the difficulty separating was significantly different for inexperienced 
. . 
'and experienced mothers. This indicated that the level of experience 
I V • 
was clearly a basic discriminating varoiable. 
TABLE IV-II 
ANOVA OF THE EFFECTS OF "SOCIAL NETWORK" (A) AND 
''LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE" (B). ON ''DIFFICULTY SEPARATING" 
Source DF Mean Squared F 
Main Effects 
A 2 2.285 .468 
:B 1 170.900 35.01 
Two-Way 
Interactions 





In addition, the strengOth of the social network proved to be a 
discriminating var:table, defining ° significant differences in the data. 
especially in relation to the inexperienced mothers. These findings 
-will now be described in more detail. 
I Co' -" 
TABLE -- IV.;,.12 
RELATION BETWEEN LEVEL OF SOCIAL SUPPORT AND DIFFICULTY SEPARATING 
AS I~ICATED BY lNEXPERIENCED AND EXPERIENCED MOTHERS 
Separation 
Inexperienced group ________ __ 
Experienced group-----------
For exact means see-
Table IV .... l3 
First. the differences between the inexperienced and the experienced 
mothers will be described. 
~ong very _ isolated ~~en. there was a ~igni.f.~cant difference in 
the separation scores -between those who had no experience separating and 
-those who had experience. The -mean score -for the very isolated in-
experienced mothers ~as 10.-42. The mean score for the very isolated 
_ - experienced 1I10thers was 13.02. This 2.60 difference proved- to be highly 
s!gnU kant ~ The -:in~~r:L~iic~d -is~l~-t~d ir~tip had -8.: ~uCb·-hkder tiDie ~ep-~rating:·;::-
Among 1I10derately isolated women. there was a significant difference 
in the separation scor·es between those who were experienced with 
separation and those inexperienced. The moderately isolated, inex-
perienced mothers had an average score of 10.21 and the experienced 
mothers scored 12:78. This 2.57 difference was highly significant. 
Among mothers who were not at all isolated but very well sup-
ported by their husband, parents, aml: extended family, there was no 
significant difference between the separation scores of the exper-
ienced and inexperienced mothers. 
Thus it can be seen that experience has a t_pering influence on 
separation··l;'eactions. The .more experienced ·a mO.ther is, regardless 
of her, relati.ve isolatio~ the easier the separa,tion from her·child. 
Other significant and perhaps more im.portant findings related. to 
this hypothesis have to do with the strength of the social network, 
especially in relation to the inexperienced mothers. Here, significant 
differences emerged between those who were "low" on suppo;rt and those 
who were 'ihigh," ·as 'weil as those who were ''medium'·' on support and 
. those who were "high." The mean separation scores for these three 
catagories from low support to high support, were 10.42, 10.21, and 




INTERACTION OF "SOCIAL NETWORK," "EXPERIENCE," 










Inexper ience low 
Experience high 
Inexperience high * * 
Experience medium. * * 
Exper ience low 
* * * 
*Denotes pairs o.!· g!O~ps.s~gIrl,.ficantly different at ·the .05 level. 
Th~e sc.ores showed that, for the inexperienced mo~hers at le$st, the 
strength of the mother's social network is a major indicator of the 
diffic.u1ty she wUI experience separating. 
Thus, it can be seen tbat the inexperienced mothers were in a. 
vulnerable position, wherein the factor of·isolation cl~rly impinged 
. up.on .the~ abUity to deal with separation. 
·This fiDdmg "·cle.8.rlY" sUpports. "the".ecolog1cal approach tOo "uDder-
·standing social interactions·, as,m this way of think1ng, a "system," 
such as a famUy ::Ln its relationship to its env1ronment, must be looked 
on ·as. a whole, wher'ein the parts are all related to one another. In 
this instance, the $trength of a mother's social network is clearly 
related to her relationship to her child, as ·seen in her difficulty 
separating from that child. 
In the analysis of the experienced mothers, however, a puzzling 
finding emerged. A significant difference appeared between the 
categories of support and the categories of 'difficulty separating, but 
in the reverse direction. The experienced mothers who were "low" on 
support, had a much aasier time separating (mean score: 13.02), and 
the ones who were high on support had a harder time separating (mean 
scoare:ll.36). In examining this finding, 'the question vas raised 
as to whether the ~erienced mothers who were isolated had gone back 
to work. Perhaps this was the ·explanation for their current ease of 
separation. In an analysis of variance, it did emerge that the 
relatioD$hip between the categories of support and the duration of 
employment for the experienced mothers was linearly related. Among 
experienced mo'there, .for example, the isolated ones had held jobs for 
·longer than the well-supported ones. However ,the finding was not 
significant. See Tables IV-14.and IV-1S. 
According to the categories of "Length of Job," described fully 
in Table 111-9, a score of "1" indicates a job held for less than 2 
months, while a score of "2'" indicates a job held between 2·and 6 
months.· The scores in Table IV-14 are low, because the entire popu-
lation of .the sample"was' included in ·the analys1s~" ··:·Those wi'th no' job.· 
at all counterbalanced with those who ·had worked for many years, 
,-
bringing about the averages seen in the tables. 
TABLE IV-14 
MEAN SCORES OF "SOCIAL NETWORK" AND 
"LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE" 
·ON "LENGTH OF JOB'" 
Grand Mean 1. 73 Total Population 167 
Level o·f Experience 
Social Network· . Inexperienced Experienced 














. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE EFFECTS OF 
"SOCIAL NETWORK" (A) AND "LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE' (B) 
ON "~ENGTH OF JOB" 
Source' DF Mean Squared. F 
Main Effects 
A 2 5·.B35 1.134 
B 1 12.730 2.474 
Two-Way 
~teraction 
.' .~ : .. " 









An alternative. explanation 'isthat the isolated mothers were on 
the whole, a more independent group and, once th~y had overcome the 
factor of.'. inexperience , . were able. to cope fairly well with separation. 
As described' in the ·.section· ori' operationa1izing the variables, 
the relationship a mother had with'her friends showed little correla-
ti.on to .the relationShip she had with. her husband, 'parents and rela-
. tives. This information has important tmplications for the study of 
social' networks, . as will be .discussed· more later. Due to the weak 
correlati.on, "friends" was analyzed:. separately' .in relation .to 
"difficulty. separat1ngil , and the fi.udings were not significant (.32). 
TABLE IV-l6 
'~-' --- -- -.' 
',.E .. __ .',' . ___ ' ~ -.;.. ..... -..:..:..---'. 
::':~~-" _ ... _-... 
-
....-:."""",,:,::: .-- -_ . 
. ..:...~--.. -.... 
• -.~.~.~ •• .! .• ~ 
RESPONSES TO VARIABLE "FRIENDS '.' ACCORDING TO 
AMOUNT OF SUPPORT GIVEN 
.. 
Amount of SUEPort Given B;l Friends N % 
Low 13 .08 
Me'l~m 38 .22 
High 117 
.70 
Total 168 100.0 
.. 
: 
In discuss·ing this finding, it is inte.resting ·to note the inter-
actionBl framewOrk of· the· two independent var.iables, social support and 
level of· experience., As a mother who is iso·lated has difficulty with 
separat:i:(i)n~ . and as a liloth.erwho is inexpe-rienced has difficulty ~th 
·separation~ the· combination· of·.isolation.·.and inexPerience :is likely to 
present se:rious .d1fficulties ·f·or· the·.mother. 
In responSe to tliis·, s.ocial work.practitioner~ can intervene to 
comb.at both. factors. In exper1.ence, as·a factor~ will diminish by 
·i·tself over: time, but social wo.rkers· can has.ten the process con-
siderably . by ·setting .up the· kind of· linkages· betwe.en ·~erienced and 
~nexperienced· mothers descr.ilied earli.er •. 
·Social workers· can also combat.the· factor ··of· isolation. Support 
groups of· mothers can be· organued at th.e beginning of the school year 
to help the moth.ers deaL w'i.th separation· issues. In .. fact, this would 
De· an fmpor·tant area for· research.,: as it 1.s lmclear., at ·this poin.t, 
what Idilds of· support would be· i!lOs~ .helpful to· the·.isolated mother. 
Do ·they: need· information? ·.friendsh±p? activi.ty? Certainly the 
mutuality· and ,reciproci.~y· of·fered by a support group would be valuable, 
l>ut perIiaps: h~lp.ing.to or$~1;ze. a. ~cll99~· raff;J.e might be as beneficial 
to the· mothers· as. a .discus~1.on· group.· 
. More· needs ~o ·be·· known about the· reasons· for· the mothers' 
isola.tion~ ·Iilthe Current study ,the· role of· isolation· 1.n general as 
a factor contributing to separation d1.f"ficU:l~y· was· demonstrated. An 
attempt was also made to se~ 1.f i~oi:ation· in any particular ··P~~t 0·£· 
the. mothers social 1;letwork played. an 1,mPortant role. A mother's 
·- , 
TABLE IV-17-
ANOVAOF THE EFFECTS OF _LEVEL OF EXPE-RIENCE 
AND THE FOUR S-OCIAL NETWORK -COMPONENTS 
TAKEN INDIVIDUALtY,_ ON DIFFICULTY SEPARATING 
. . . . . . . . . .. . . 
... .... -........ -
Source df - - - -Mean -Squared - F -P 
Main -Effects-
A. Level of Experience 




A. Level of Experien ce-
:c. Relationship with -Husband 
Two-Way Interaction 
---Main Effects 
A. Level of Experience 




A.. LeVel of" Experience '",' 
E. Relationship with ,Friends 
'Two-Way Interaction 







































'34 ~llO ' .000 
~454 .636 
.301 .740 
I , '" 
relationship with her parents, her.husband, her relatives, and her 
friends were all considered. separately in relation to the difficulty 
separating. The result of this attempt can be seen in Table VI-17 .• 
Although no individual part of· the network emerged· as significantly .. 
. related to difficulty separating, the measures which were used were 
fairly· rough-hewn.. It would be interesting to see· if more fine l.y-
tuned measures could.provide more specific information. 
H,-P0thesis IV 
The fourth hypothesis states· that mothers who have ··a difficult 
time·separating Will be less likely to find new activities and will 
be less likely to h·ave an improvement in their relationship with 
their children. All the mothers in the study put their children in 
schools and had to undergo the separation. The hypothesis states 
that those who had a difficult time separating will be less likely 
to find newacti vi ties, i. e .. , won't cope as well,· and that their 
. relationship·with their children'w~ll not have improved. 
In the other hypoth~ses in ~his study, "difficulty separating" 
was the dependent variable~. ·In .this hypothesis, however, it was the 
independent· variable, ·asit. antedated·-finiitng ·new activities and having 
a change in the mothe~-chi1d relationship. 
As this sec~ion of the questionnaire was given only to the 
"experienced" mothers, only 93 ~:e!SPonses were possible. Of these 69 
did respond. Of the 69 respondents, 37 engaged in new activities 
e ..- ". 
I , I 
after putting ·their children into school, and 32 did not. 
Of t~e 69 respondents to the question on whether or not there was 
an improvement in the relationship of the mother to her child, 45 said 
yes and 24 said no. 
"TABLE IV-lS 
~OTHERS' CHOOSING NEW ACTIVITIES AFTER SEPARATION 
......... - ... - ..... - . 
. . . . . . . 
Category Number Percent 
Yes· 37 53.6 
No 32 46.4 
. Total 69 100.0 . 
.. 
TABLE·IV-19 
. ~OTBEB.S' REPORTING ON IMPROVED RELATIONSHIP 
. WITH THEIR CHILD· AFTER SEPARATION 
. . . . . .. '" .. ' 













I , ""' 
The findings did not confirm the hypothesis. The significance of 
the relationship between "difficulty separating" and "finding new 
activities" was .95. The relationship between "difficulty separating" 
and a "mother's sense of an :Improvement in her relationship nth her 
child" was' .18. 
However, some very interesting findings appeared in. the ~ltiple r.e-
gression analysis with eae.b of the dependent variables. The six.' .: 
.independent ',variables . could account for 13.3 percent of the variance 
. in· "finding. new. activities." This figure is considered .to be of 
importance in the. social sciences, where measures 8:re "soft," i.e., 
attitudinal, and 'therefore, easily fluctuating. .J~hree p're.dicto·rs in 
particular had significant relationships to "finding new activities." 
They were "general m,orale," and "length of job," . and. "soci~l ciass." 
M O.-•• 
(See Table IV 20.) 
TABLE IV=2Q 
ANOVA OF THE EFFECTS OF THE FIVE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES AND 
''DIFFICULTY SEPARATING" ON THE VARIABLE ''FINDING NEw ACTIVITIES" 
. Source DF Mean Square F 
Difficulty Separating 1 .065 .269 
Age 1 .003 .011 
General Morale 1 .692 2.976 
Length of Job 1 1.026 4.222 
Social Class 1 .723 2.976 








*Indicates a two-tailed result to be divided by two as the hypothesis 
was one-tailed.' 
I 1.;1 
"General morale" had a significlb::.e level of .048 in relation to 
":Unding new activit1es." This finding showed that the women who 
indicated greater ·satisfaction with·the:i..r lives were th.e. ones who. 
were able to move on and find new activities after separation. The 
women who were more depressed and dissatisfied were also the ones who 
found no new activities after separation. 
There are several possible explanation for this finding. It 
might be that themo~hers who described themselves as satisfied with 
life were better adj.usted mothers, the ones·who ·were better able to 
adapt to everchanging demands placed upon them. They were· able to 
readily mobilize themselves and· find new activities once relieved of 
pa;rt of the burden of children. The depress~d ·and dissatisfied mothers, 
according to· this interpretation, were immobilized, unable to change. 
Their problems, whatever ·their source, were not sufficiently alleviated 
by the reduced burden of childcare. It may be that these mothers felt 
. less in control ·of their lives .. , and more victimized by circumstances. 
However,.an alternate·explanation for the·correlation between 
the depressed mothers and the mothers Who did not find new activities 
is that the mothers tried to ·find new ac·tiviti~s and failed. This 
·failure, then, would account for their·low morale. 
The relationship between "finding new activities" and "length 
of job" proved to be significant (.02). The mothers who had new jobs 
. . 
would naturally also indicate that they had· found new activities. Other 
new .activities consisted of (1) going back to school, ·(2). having new 
.. .: . ."::". ' 
family responsibilities, and· (3) having new social respo~sibilities. 
(See Table IV-2l) 
II, 
TABLE IV-2l 
NEW AcrIVITIES UNDERTAKEN ·BY MOTaERS. AFrER SEPARATION 
Cat~gory Numbe·r Percent 
l~ork 16 .41 
School 4 .10 
new family responsibilities 12 .31 
social responsibilities 7 .18 
Total 39 100 
"Social Class" ·also related significantly to "finding new 
activities" (.045). . The mothers from the lower .clas·ses pursued new 
activities. immediately after placing their children in school. The 
mothers from the. upper classes, however, apparently continued on in 
their same routines and reported fewer new activities. 
A possible explanation for this is that ~others from higher 
socioeconomic classes had more options available to them during·the 
e~rly child rearing years. They could more easily hire babysitters 
and go take a course, for ex~le~ They· d~d not have to wait Until 
relieved .of the burc:1en of full-time child care in order to pursue 
other activities. 
As stated ~arlier the.relationship between "difficulty separating" 
and the second dependent variable in Hypothesis 4, "improved relation-
. ship," was not· ·si·griificant. However, ·th~ six· ·pred:L~to·~·s used. th~oughoui: 
the study taken together do explain 35.2 percent of the variance in 
"iulproved relationship." Three of the predictors had significant 
relationships with "improved relationship." . (See Table IV-:22.) 
" "J 
TABLE IV-22 
ANOVA OF THE EFFECTS OF FlVE,tNDEPENDENT VARIABLES AND 
"DIFFICULTY SEPARATING" ON !!IMPROVED' RELATIONSHIP" _ 
.... -
Source of Variation DF Mean Square F P 
Difficulty separating 1 .281 1.78 .188 
Soc ial class 1 1.205 7.623 .OOB 
General morale 1 .749 4.739 .034 
Number of Children 1 1.273 8.058 .OQ6 
Age 1 .041 .261 .611 
Length of job 1 .211 1.335 .253 
The first was "social class," which had a significance of .008. 
The higher the social position' of a given mother in society, the less 
her relationship to ·tbe child placed inscbool improved. Conversely, 
the lower the class t the more the mother-child relationship :lmFoved. 
Thi~· j.n.tereating and unexpected finding Jqay be a cOJllD,entary on the 
greater burden that chUdcare poses for the mother in the lower socio-
ecoD~ic classes. A mother from an upper class can 1) suffer less 
econ0Pl.1c drain ;I.n being a m.other, 2) be' able to atford .to spend money 
. alld tjm,e"on her~elf, and 3) be able to afford help with childcareand 
houaekeep~ .chores. 
A second predictor' to relate signif.icantly to "~proved relation-
ship" was ."general m.orale." The significance score was .03.. The 
...... 
finding indicated that the more satisfied and happy mothers were the 
same ones whose relationships with "their children impr"oved once the 
children were in school. Conversely, the more depressed and dissat-
isfied mothers were the ones whose relationships with their children 
stayed the same, despite the daily availability of chUdcare. 
One possible explanation for this is psychologic"a!. "The mothers 
who described themselves as generally satisfied wer"e those who could 
really take advantage of the relief from the burden of childcare 
off ered by the school. These mothers may be the be"tter adjusted ones, 
in that their difficulties in their relationships with their children 
were realistic "ones caused. by having to spend so much time in child-
care. Therefore, there was room for improvement in the relationship, " 
as the childcare burden was considerably eased.. 
On "the other hand, the more unhappy mothers were unable to take 
advantage of the relief offered by the" school's assuming more of the 
burden of childcare. These may be mothers who" weJ;'e less wel"l adjusted, 
i.e. J whose unhappiness came from different sources other than child-
rearing. With these mothers, rE!llloving the burden of childcare did 
not remove the s~uJ;'ce of the unhappiness. 
A "third predictor. to relate significantly to "improved relation-
ship" was "n~ber of children." The significance score was" .006. 
The ~1nd.1ng indic.ated that the more children a "mother "h8.d. the "less 
her relationship with the child entering school ~proved. 
"" A "possible -,eXplanation ""for ""this" "1s" 't~t" a "'other "with :onlY"'~ne 
child is markedly 1:'elieved of the" bul'den of childcare once that child 
"goes to school. Rowever J a lIlother with several chUdren rem.ains 
III' 
beleaguered by childcare whether or not one of them has recently gone 
off to school. Therefore, whatever problems previously existed 
between the mother and her children remain unalleviated. 
An alternative explanation for the finding that the more children 
a mother has the less her .relationship with the child who is entering 
school improves is that a mother with several children must, of 
necessity, encourage independence in her children in order to be able 
to meet all·of their needs. Such a mother may have already experienced 
many separations from her child. The current separation at school 
entrance, therefore, brings about no major improvement because it 
represents no·major change. 
Hypothesis 5·. 
The fifth hypothesis ~tated that differences in mothers' respon~es 
to separation will relate to the mother's views of the school as 
supportive and helpful or not. A mother who feels the school cares 
about .the child and herself will have. an easier t1me separating • 
. Kothers were asked if they felt that the teachers had enough 
time for them. Of the respondents, 163 answered yes, and 11 answered 
no. Kothel's were also asked-· if they felt that the teachers gave 
enough t;i:m.e to their children. Here, 167 Jll.Qthers said yes and only 
seven said no. 
The distribution of responses to these questions did not show 
suff:l.c:~ent variabU1ty to justify an ana.11silil. 'X~ groups of· re-
. . . ' .. \ .. 
spondent·s with negative answers were too mnall to forJD. viable c01llparison 
groups. However. the lack of. va.riabUity in these responses in and 
, 
I' g 
of itself is a commentary on the nature of the separation experience. 
A large majority of the mothers found the school and its staff to be 
very helpful, and yet many of these mothers still found separation 
very difficult. This finding emphasizes the intrapsychic nature of 
the separation experience. 
Hypothesis 6 
Hypothesis 6 sta.ted t~t reactions t.o separat~on r·elate t.9 th~ 
amount of separation experienced~.prior to school entrance. A mother 
who bas frequently been apart from her child will experience less 
se~aration anxiety. Conversely, a mother who has never even left her 
child with a babysitter will expe~ience greater separation anxiety. 
The hyPothesis was confirmed, and the significance was .056. 
TABLE IV-23 
~ SCORES OF PlUWIOUS EXPERIENCE SEPARATING 
AND LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE ON DIFFICULTY SEPARATING 
. .. . . .. 
. ~and ~ean =:= 11.72· 
.. Variable . and Category 
Previous Expe~1ence Sepa.rating 
(Par t-t im,e) 
Low 
High 














The findings indicated that mothers who spent more t:lme away from 
their children before school entrance had an easier time separating 
from them at school entrance. The mean score of the mothers who had 
rarely left their children before school entrance was 11.42. a score 
which indicates difficulty separating. The mean score for the mothers 
who had frequently left their children was 12.11 t a score which in-
dicates that separation was easier. This .. 69 differ·ence proved to be 
highly significant. 
TABLE"- tV-24 . 
ANOVA OF THE EFFECTS OF "PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE SEPARATING (PART-TIME)" (A) 
AND OF "LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE" (B) ON ''DIFFICULTY SEPARATING" 
Source DF Mean Square F P 
Main Effects 
A 1 13.777 2.547 .113* 
B 1 132.265 24.453 .0.0.0. 
Two-Way 
Interac·tions 
AB 1 6.0.0.9 1.111 .294 
*Indicaies a tw.o-tailed result that will ·be divided by two in the find-
ings where theJ:e was a predictor • 
. This finding was consistent with the theories described in the 
literature review that the separation process is a necessary aspect of 
the ongoing mother-child -relationship, whether it was well underway 
long before school entrance, or -has just _received new impetus f-rom 
school entrance itself. 
This finding was also consistent with the finding in Hypothesis 
1, where it was seen that the impact of separation diminished as 
mothers became habituated to it. (See discussion for Hypothesis 1.) 
Hypothesis 7 through 13 
-Hypothesis 7 through 13 concerned the relationship of seven indepen-
dent variables to the main dependent variable, "difficulty separating." 
The -seven variables were, "general morale,tl ~.age," "social Class," 
"e.thnic group," "religion," ~'length of employment," and -''number of 
children. " They were given simultaneous consideration in the -multiple 
regression analysis. The decision to treat the variables jointly was 
based on the consideration that the main dependent variable was so 
multidetermined. The. findings were that, in terms_ of s~paration,: -none 
of the predictors were significant. However, in Hypothesis 5, several 
of the predictors were found to be significant in relation to the 
-variables "improved relationship'" -and - ''new activities. II (See the 




S·lJMMARY AND' CONCLUSIONS 
Summary. . 
This study was a' .comparativ:e, cross-sectionill analysis of maternal 
reactions to separation fram·their young children at school entrance. 
~ . 
The first observation was of mo.th.ers who were entering their children 
in school for the first time.. Th~. group.·of mothers was called the 
"inexperienced" group. The second observation, made 'concurrently, was 
·of mothers·who entered their·children.in school at least 'six months 
prior to th.e observation~ These were the "experienced" mothers. 
The sample population consisted of 177 mothers drawn from nine 
schools. Schools were chosen to. provide variability in the socio-
economic levels of the sample population. Data were collected by 
means of a· written questionnaire., distributed to the '"mothers at the 
school. 
Th~ study sought to'discover factors which Ddght influence the 
. ease or difficulty which. a mother ~eriencedduring separation. Six 
maj or and' seven' minor' hypotheses we.re tested.. The statistical met:.hods 
.used·were·multiple regression analysis and analysis of variance • 
. H1Po:thes1S ·1: The first h.ypothesis stated that reactions of 
separatio:n change over time. and .will·12e· ~st . intense at the initial 
separation. The hypothesi:s 'was confirmed. The s.eparation reactions 
of the. "inexperienced" mathers. were· sigtdficantly different from those 
of·the "experienced" mother.s, and·inthe·predi.cted direction. 
Hypothes·is·2: The second hypothesis' stated that separation 
reactions change .according to·. the mother'.s view of her relationship 
. . 
with. her child and the .degree·of independence between them. For 
example; a mother who was 'able to recogn·ize that her child is a 
separate 'individual with needs different from her own, would have 
less difficulty at parting than a mother who sees her child as an 
extension of herself. 
In the operationalization of the hypothesis, four different 
c9ntentareas were created. The areas examined were the mothers' 
early mothering experience, her perceived control over her child, 
her assessment. ·of the child's level' of. independence, and her sense 
of differentiation from the child. Each area was analyzed in com-
paris on to a mother's difficulty separating. 
In 'the findings, two areas proved to have significant relation-
ships to the mothers' difficul-ty separating: her early mothering 
exper:l.ence and ·her assessment of the child's current level of inde-
pendence. The mothers·who indicated great satisfaction with the 
early mothering expe·rience were the ones who had the most difficulty 
separating. Those who only moderately enj.oyed the early mothering 
eXperience had a much easier t:iiiae- sep·arating. 
In the other finding, mothers who saw' their children as able to 
function fairly independently Were able to undergo the separation with 
·much less anxiety themselves •. 
. HyPothesis 3: .This· hypothesis examined the ·e:ffect of' ,a mother's 
social·network on her'difficulty separating. It was predicted that 
the .. more isolated a mother was, the more' d1.fficulty she would have 
separat"ing atsch.ool entrance. 
The findings confirmed the hypothesis, for 'the "inexperienced " 
mothers. The ones receiving the lowest amount, of' support from their 
husb,aads, parent's, and" relatives were very clearly the ones who had 
more difficulty. separating. 
For' the "experienced!', mo,th~rs, ,however, the reverse was true. 
The most isolated' mothers, once they had ':'become used to separati.on, 
had "the easiest time separating. They'may have' been a more independen1: 
group, or'theymayhave,gone back tO'Work earlier. 
Interesting addi.tionaJ. informatio,n' about, the natureo'f social 
networks' emerged, in the course of' analyz:lng this hypoth~sis. There, 
are' currently attempts being made' in "the fi.eld of' social sciences to 
eyaluate the,str~n8th 'of B: ,giv,en individual's ,social network. In this 
study, it was learned that the correlation ' among the va1;'ious elements 
i.n a mother's so'cial network. may be very low'~ Strong' correlations 
exi.st'ed amoll,gthe 'items relating to a woman's husband, her parent~, 
and her relatives. : However, none,of'these, correlated with the items 
relating to her friends. I~ other words" a woman. may receive very 
1ittle support ,from her husband ,and ,extended family, but it is 
,1mpossi.ble ,to :predict from: ,this wh,ethet' or, not she has been able to 
derive support from'fri.ends. 
'Hypothesis, 4,:", This hypothesi.s ,stated that mothers who had dif:" 
ficulty' separatiitg 'were l~sS 'likely to find new activities and also less 
liJtely to have an :lJ,nprovement1n, their re.lationship with, their children. 
,The findi;ngs were, not' :s,;lgn1.f1.cant.', ,lloWever,' so.e ,Upexpe~te4, find::-
.- . . 
1D.gs emerged 'in the'multip,le regression' analys,is 'between, the vari.ables 
'~'find~g,.ne.w"'activ1ties'" ,and' "improved"relationship' and all the 
independent variables. 
Three variables., "social class," "general morale" and "length of 
job" related significantly ·to the likelihood of a mother finding a new 
activity after placing her Child in school. The happier mothers were 
those who found new activities, and among those who fdund new activities, 
a significant number went back to work. Also, the uppe~ class mothers 
were the ones who did not pursue any new activity. 
A second. group of Wlexpected .findings emerged in relation to what 
happens to. the mother-child relationship after separation. The question 
asked was whether or not the' relationship improved. 
Three predictors related significantly to this: "social class," 
"general morale," and "number ·of children." It was learned from the 
data that the higher the social class of a given mother, the less her 
relationship to her Child improved once the Child was p.laced in sChool. 
Conversely, the lower the class, the . more t:.he mother-child relation-
ship improved. 
It was 'also learned that the happier and more satisfied mothers 
were those whose relationships with' their children improved once the 
children'were in school. 
And, finally, it emerged from the data that' the more children a 
~ther pad the less her relationship to the one recently placed in 
school would improve. 
Hypothesis 5: Hypothesis 5 s·t·ates that differences in the 
mOthers' responsest~.separation relate to their views of the school • 
. Do they: see th~ sChool as helpful :and suppo~tive, 'indifferent, or even 
intrust:ve 1 
·cares about her child and herself will have an easier time separati~. 
The findings were that there. was no relationsh1p'betwee~ a mother's 
\1S 
difficulty separating and her view of the school. MOthers who had 
strong feelings of sadness, worry, lon1iness and guilt a.t separation 
still felt that the school was very helpful. This occured in spite 
of the fact that some of the schools had no orientation process what-
soever. 
Hypothesis . 6: Hypothesis 6 stated that separation reactions 
related to the amount· of separation experienced prior to school 
entrance. It was predicted that a mother who has frequently been 
apart from her child will experience less separation anxiety. Con-
versely, a mother who has never left her child will experience great.er 
separation anxiety. 
The hypothesis was confirmed. The mothers who spent more. ·time 
away from their children before school entrance had an easier time 
separating from them at school entrance. 
Hypot.heses 7 through 13: These hypotheses explored the 
relationship of seven antecedent or bac·qround Var iab1es ~nd the· main 
·dependent variable, "difficulty separating." The antecedent variables 
were "general morale," "age," "social class," "ethnic group," "r el:l.g ion , " 
"lengt~· of employment," and "num.ber of ch11dr~1i." None were .found to 
relate significantly to "difficulty separa~ing." 
.. ~.,.,... 
:', -,' 
Strengths and Limitations 
Now that this study has been completed, it is interesting to look 
back over it with the critical eye gained from hindsight. The strength 
of this study lies in its -attempt to gather information about an 
important and fairly unresearched area of human development - namely, 
the nature of separation reactions. And, within this context the study 
accomplishes its purpose. 
The study also has its limitations, and could have been improved 
upon:. Four areas in particular come to mind. 
1. I,jmiting and facHss-ing the Questionnaire: 
The questionnaire was composed of a series of separate sections, 
~ach aiming to measure a different aspect of maternal separation 
reactions. In addition,in an effort to increase reliability and 
validity, the material in each section was approached from a number 
of different angles. Several quantitative questions were asked on 
each major point, and numerous qualitative questions were included 
to fill in details. The result was that the questionnaire was too 
long and, in some places, redundant. It took 45 minutes to complete. 
A more compact questionnaire could- have accomplished the same task 
and not looked like, as some mothers said, a "book." 
Limiting the -questionnaire would have improved the response rate, 
and it also would have-made the analysis of the data more straight-
forward. The richness of -detail, which. the_researcher thought so 
-desirable during the creation of the instrument, proved to be unwieldly 
when- it came time for the analysis. Many questions were included 
which could have been deleted·, .such as: "What was the hardest thing 
about caring for your child at home before.he/she began school?" and 
"Did you know people at the school before you applied?" Questions 
such as these, while of interest to the researcher, could not readily 
be harnessed to prove or disprove the hypotheses as they stood. 
2. ·More· rigorous· sampling 
Sampling more rigorously would also have been desirable, since 
it would have increased the respons.e rate. For example, controlling 
the collection of the questionnaire more tightly by obtaining names, 
addresses.' and telephone numbers of the target population before 
handing out the questionnaire, and then making follow-up telephone 
calls and sending letters could have jostled forgetful or busy 
mothers into action. 
3 • . Streng theilirtg . the . de.sign 
This. study was cross-sectional in nature. It analyzed two 
groups of women at one point in time. As a complement to this design, 
it would have been interesting to add a longitudinal dimension. One 
or·both·of·the groups of·w.omen·could have.been· followed over time, 
giving one or lIlore "snapshots" of separation reactions at different 
points in time. 
Seemg the .reaction to ·.separation as a process in which changes 
occur over time would have enriched the present findings. 
4. Strengthening and Clarifying 
the Conceptual Approach 
The present study represents an attempt to examine a number of 
variables which could influence a mother's separation reaction. Yet 
there are variables, which were not measured which might have 
influenced the result. One such variable is the child's separation 
reaction which could have influenced the mother's separation reaction. 
This variable could have been measured by a brief questionnaire given 
to the child's teachers. 
A second variable which could have been measured is the quality 
of support present in the lives of each mother. A pattern emerged 
in the study in which inexperienced isolated mothers, i.e., those 
without much support from husband, friends or f~ily, had much more 
difficulty separating. It would have been interesting to analyze 
this result more closely, by looking at the types of family cons tel-
lations in which there was greater difficulty separating. For 
example, do single mothers receiving support from their own mothers 
have a different separation reaction from married mothers who receive 
support from their husbands? Although an attempt was made to distill 
this information from the raw data, ana analysis of the distinctions 
among types of support had not been planned originally, and therefore 
the distinctions did not emerge clearly in the analysis. 
I Z.b 
Implications for Future Research 
This study calls for research. in three major areas. The first 
is the need for more inquiry into the nature and. vicissitudes of 
the attachment bond between the mother and child. The findings 
of the study underscore the strength. of the bond, as seen ·in the 
mothers difficulties in separating from·:their children. It is 
important for the future development of .both child and mother that 
their mutual attachment remain intact, while still chSnging accord-· 
ing to the individual needs. of each, mother-child pair. Much current 
investigation is in progr.ess on the subject of the child's. atta·chment, 
but thet!e remains a lack of :l.nteres.t and inquiry. on the mothers 
attachment. Research concerning a mother's feelings about mothering, 
when they originate and how they take shape as well as research 
concerning the changing feelings of the mother as her child grows 
would give insights about this important subject. 
A second area calling for further investigation is the area 
of social networks. The study shows that mo.thers who were very 
isolated had a more difficult time with separation. For these 
mothers, leaving their chi.1dren·1n school may have represented a 
loss, and a sense of increased isolation. ·It would be important 
to find ways of building a network for these isolated mothers. 
A third area for study is separation in .day care. Th~s ~tudy 
clearly shows that school ent.railce· is an ilIlportant. transit·ion for 
. mothers as .we1l as children •. ·Y.et it .. is ~c1ear .. ·what would help t~ 
. ". .. '. .' ~.. ..... . ~ 
mothers become able to handle the separation more easily. The 
findings show that the schoo1's efforts to ease the transition do 
not alleviate the mothers t s.eparation difficulties. The solution.s· 
lie elsewhere, not in the prav*nce of education, but in the province 
of social work. It would De.instructive for example, to form an 
exper:iJnent with a group of isolated mothers, who are putting their 
children in school, giving half of them an extensive supportive 
group. Information would. emerge which cou~d be used to make 
separation easier for all of the mothers. 
Implications for Social.Work Practice 
~is study underscores the need for social workers to be 
involved in schools, as a way of gaining access to families in 
crisis. Schools focus primarily on ch.ildren and their ability to 
benefit from an educational milieu. There is little emphasis on 
the wider world of the child, which includes both the child's 
emotional needs, and his. re~ationship to his family. Social work 
can bring strength and expertise to these issues. Specifically, 
social work practitioners can deve'lop .programs within the school 
which exist as nonnal, routine functions of the school. One such 
program would be the establishment of support groups for isolated 
mothers. before, during, and af.ter school· entrance·. ·Such . ap·rogram 
would minimize the separation difficulties for the mothers, and, 
in .turn, the children •. It would serve both a~.a means'of helping 
mothers . build .new suppor.ts into their lives and as a way of pre';" 
venting fut~e difficulties. 
," . ~ : 
. Add1t'ional' support for'· the inccmdng families could .be derived 
f~om. setting. up linkages between the experienced'· families' and the 
inexperienced' .families. A "Big Sister" program could provide 
"1) 
1nfomation~ encouragement,. and support for the . new mothers. 
It ~ou1d·· also be· instrumental to familiarize the teachers with· 
the .theories about .separation·and· the importance of a smooth and· 
success·ful transition· between . mother and child. Teachers could 
be encouraged· to D.e -loore attuned· to .the. needs of. the mother and 
child. 
. ....... . 
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Questionnaire for Mothers 
Introduction 
This is a questionnaire for mothers who have young 
children in school. We would like to find out what it's like 
for mothers to be leaving their young children at school. The 
report will be used in schools to help develop programs which 
make it comfortable for parents and children at the beginning 
of school. However, this is an independent study, and none of 
the specific information you give us will be available to the 
school. 
There are no right or wrong answers to any of the questions. 
We are only interested in how you feel. Your answers will 
be entirely confidential, and, in the write-up of the report, 
no names are used and all information is generalized or 
disguised. 
The questionnaire has 8 short sections. Please answer 
every question. If more than one answer seems good, choose the 
one best one. 
We will be available to help you if you have any questions. 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
" .. 
Columbia University School of Social Work 
613-Yest 113th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10025 
Your name ________________________________________ __ 
Your child's natle 
----------------------------------
, Today s date ____________________________________ __ 
School 
Class your child is currently entering 
Date your child began school 
Circle: 
1. Child is now entering school for first time 
2. Child has been in school six months or more 
I. In this section of the questionnaire; ;there is a list of questions 
about the previous experience you have had in being away from 
your child. 
, 
Please circle the response that s best for you. 
l.-
l~ 
1. How old was your child when you first began spending a half-day 
or more apart from him/her? 16 
1. birth to 6 months 
2. 6 months to 1 year 
3. 1 year to 2 years 
4. 2 years to 3 years 
5. only now, since he/she is in school 
2. Once you began spending time apart from your child, how much 
time did you spend. 17 
1. never apart 
2. hardly ever apart 
3. occasionally apart 
4. often apart 
5. very often apart 
3. Before your child began school, how often did you leave him/her 
with someone else for part of the day? 18 
1. never 
2. one day a week 
3. two days a week 
4. three days a week 
5. four days a week 
6. five days a week 
4. Before your -'child began school, how often did you leave bim/her 
with someone else for a whole day? 19 
1. never 
2. one day a week 
3. two days a week 
4. three days a week 
5. four days a week 
6. five days a week 
5. Before your child entered school, did you have any separations of 
one week or more from him/her? 2( 
1. yes 
2. no 
If ye's, how many separations have there been up until now? 
Circle 1 2 3 4 5 6 ()r more 2] 
How long were the separations in weeks? 
'1 2 3 3 5 6 or more 
The reasons were: 
1. vacation 
2. illness or hospitalization 
3. work-related 
4. family-related 5. other ____________________________________________ ___ 
6. Could you say what was the hardest thing about caring for your 
child at home before he/she began school? 24 
1. learning to discipline him/her 
2. keeping him/her occupied 
3. finding playmates for him/her 
4. dealing with his/her clinging and whining 
5. other __________________________ ~--------------------~----
7. Co\:16. you say ,,":hat -~-as :lost fru,strating for you ·about having a 
young child at home? 25 
1. your desire to work 
2. your desire for job training 
3. lack of free time 
4. iack of adult company 
5. dealing with other family responsibilities 
6. boredom 
7. finding good child care 8. other ______________________________________________ _ 
II. This section is about the kinds of social supports that mothers of 
young children have. 
If you are married, answer questions 1, 2, and 3. If not, omit them 
1. In general, how much do you agree with your spouse in regard to 
such things as money, friends, children, home management, and 
ways to have fun? 2E 
1. not at all 
2. hardly at all 
3. a little 
4. fairly much 
5. very much 
2. How" do you feel you get along with your spouse? 
1. very poorly 
2. poorly 
3. not well 
4. fairly well 
5. very well 
3. How would you rate the interest which your spouse has in your 
daily experience? 2E 
1. almost no:-... e 
2. very little 
3. some 
4. fairly much 
5. a lot 
4. How do you feel about getting together with your parent(s)? 2S 
1. dislike very ~uch 
2. dislike 
3. "have mixed feelings 
4. like 
"5. like very ~uc~ 
5. How easy is it for you to express personal emotional feelings to 
your parents? 3C 
1. very easy 
2. fairly "easty 
3. a little difficult 
4. fairly difficult 
5. very difficult 
6. In general, can you count on your parent(s) for support? 31 
1. not at all 
2. hardly at all 
3. some 
4. fairly much 
5. always 
7. How many relatives do you have some personal contact with, even 
if it is only by letter? 
1. none 
2. 1 or 2 
3. 3 or 4 
4. 5 to 10 
5. over 10 
8. How often do you see or talk to these relatives? 
1.:- never 
2. hardly ever 
3. sometimes 
4. often 
5. very often 
9. Have these relatives been of help to you? 
1. not at all 
2. hardly at all 
3. a little 
4. fairly much 
5. very much 
3 
10. In genera~ how do you feel about participating in clubs or 
groups? 35 
1. like very much 
2. like 
----------:;--;---:n-o-----st-rong f e eTi ngs 
4. dislike 
5. dislike very much 







12. How do you feel towards them? 37 
1. very close 
2. close 
3. not too close 
4. distant 
5. very distant 
13. Do your friends give you help when you need it? 
1. ~es 
2. no 
14. How frequently do you have a chance to talk with your good 
friends? 
1. daily 
2. ~cre than once a week 
3. once or twice a month 
4. once or twice a year 
38 
39 
; III This next section has two ". 
parts, the first is about 
your child. 
Never Hardly Some- Fairly Always 
ever times often 
1. Does your child like to play 1 2 3 4 5 41 with others? 
2. Does your child initiate 1 2 4 5 
activities with other chil-
dren? 
3. Does your child cry when you 1 2 3 4 5 4: leave? 
4. If he/she cries, does he/she 1 2 3 4 5 
stop right after you leave? 
5. How often does he/she show 1 2 3 4 5 4L that he/she show pride in 
his/her accomplishments? 
6. Does he/she go to the bath- 1 2 3 4 5 
room without help? 
7. Does he/she feed himself/ 1 2 3 4 5 4E herself? 
B. Does· heishe choose his/her own 1 2 3 4 5 
clothes? 
9. Does he/she use words to tell 1 2 3 4 5 48 you that he/she wants some-
thing? 
10. Does he/she choose to play 1 2 3 4 5 
with children, rather than 
with adults? 
11. To what extent do the .following words describe your child? 
Not at all Hardly at A little Fairly Very 
all bit 
careless 1 2 3 4 5 5~ 
bard 1 2 3 4 5 
worthless 1 2 3 4 5 
delicate 1 2 3 4 5 
daring 1 2 3 4 5 
sweet 1 2 3 4 5 
honest 1 2 3 4 5 
calm 1 2 3 4 5 
sad 1 2 3 4 5 5E 
tender 1 2 3 4 5 
strong 1 2 3 4 ~ 5 
sharp/clever 1 2 3 4 5 
irritated 1 2 3 4 5 6~ 
tense 1 2 3 4 5 
quiet 1 2 3 4 5 
hopeful 1 2 3 4 5 
careful 1 2 3 4 5 66 
agreeable 1 2 3 4 5 
sociable 1 2" 3 4 5 
flashy 1 2 3 4 5 69 
: 
These questions are about you. 
Not at Hardly A little Fairly Very 
all at all bit much much 
12. Did you enjoy the period 
when your child was de-
pendent on you for·every-
thing? . 
1 
13. When your child throws a 1 
tantrum, are you able to 
stop him/her? 
14. w~en you say no, does your 1 
child obey you right away? 
15. Do you get upset when your 1 
chile prefers to play with 
a friend or your spouse in~ 
stead of you? 
16. Do you think your child is 1 
abl.e to solve hi s/her own 
problems as they arise, in 
playing with other children? 
17. Did you enjoy being home 1 
with your child before he/she 
began school? 
18. Did you look forward to 
your child beginning 
school? 
19. How satisfied are you, 












3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 5 
:3 4 5 
:3 4 5 
4 5 
:3 4 5 







20. To what extent do the following words describe you? 
l~ot at all Hardly at A little .r'airly Very 
all bit 
careless 1 2- 3 4 5 1 
bard 1 2 3 4 5 
worthless 1 2 3 4 5 
delicate 1 2 3 4 5 
daring 1 2 3 4 5 2 
sweet 1 2 3 4 5 
honest 1 2 5 4 5 
calm 1 2 3 4 5 
sad 1 2 3 4 5 2-
tender 1 2 3 4 5 
strong 1 2 3 4 5 
sharp/clever 1 2 3 4 5 
irritated 1 2 3 4 5 2~ 
tense 1 2 3 4 5 
quiet 1 2 3 4 5 
hopeful 1 2 3 4 5 
careful 1 2 3 4 5 3~ 
agreeable 1 2 3 4 5 
sociable 1 2 3 4 5 
flashy 1 2 3 4 5 35 
e. 
IV This next section is about what it was actually like 
for your to leave your child at school for the first time. 
1. Did you feel prepared for the initial parting froo your 








not;,rs per tiay: 1 2 3~ 4 5 6 7 8 
!jays per \~eek: 1 2 3 4 5 




If yes, for how long each day, and for how many 
days per week? 
Hours: ~ 1 2 3 4 More 
.. Days: --1 2 -34 5 
4. How hard was it for you to leave your child at school? 
1. very hard 
2. hard 
3. a little bit hard 
4. easy 
5. very easy 
5. What .did you do on that first day, when your child stayed 
alone at school? 
1. work 
2. school 





6. Here are some words which describe ways mothers might feel 
after leaving their children at school for the first time. 
Rate on a scale of 1 to. 5 how well each word describes the 
way you felt when your child started school. 
Not at all Hardly at A little Fairly Very 
all bit 
sad 1 2 3 4 5 
happy 1 2 ~ 4 5 ./ 
relieved 1 2 3 4 5 
worried 1 2 3 4 5 
guilty 1 2 ~ 4 5 ." 
lonely 1 2 3 4 5 
free 1 2 ~ 4 5 ./ 





V This section is about how you generally feel ·about yourself. 
1. Duri~g the :,:·.ast year, in general, how interested have you been 
in what you were doing? 
1. very interested 
2. fairly interested 
3. somewhat interested 
4. fairly uninterested 
5. very uninterested 
2. In general, how satisfied have you been with yourself in the 
last year? 
1. very satisfied 
2. fairly satisfied 
3. sometimes satisfied 
4. somewhat dissatisfied 
5. very dissatisfied 
3. In general, how frequently do you find yourself worrying about 5' 
sooething? 
1. always 
2. fairly often 
3. sometimes 
4. alI::lost never 
5. never 
4. In general, .do you do many· things that you regret afterwards? 
1. very often 
2. fairly often 
3. sometimes 
4. almost never 
5. never 
5. In general, how interesting do you find your daily life? 5E 
1. very interesting 
2. fairly interesting 
3. somewhat interesting 
4. fairly uninteresting 
5. very uninteresting 
6. In general, does the future seem hopeful to you? 
1. very hopeful 
2. fairly hopeful 
,. somewhat hopeful 
4. not very hopeful 
5. not at all hopeful 
7. During the past year, how often have you felt that nothing 
turns out the way you want it to? 
1. very often 
2. fairly often 
3. sometimes 




VI In this section, questions are asked about your view of the school 
1. Did you know people at the school before you applied? 
1. yes 
2. no 
2. How did the school help you and70ur child adjust during the 
first weeks? Circle all that apply: 
1. parents' meeting 
2. talking with the teacher 
3. talking with the director 
4. spending time in the classroom 
~~t else would you suggest would be helpful? 
3. Did you feel that the teacher hac enough time £or you? 
1. yes 
2 .• no 
For your child? 
1. yes 
2. no 
4. Was the idea of a school your idea? 
1. yes 
2. no 














5. With time, peoples' feelings often change. Have your feelings 26 
about leaving your child in school changed since you first 
enrolled him or"'her? 
1. yes 
2. no 
If yes, in what way have they changed? 




If yes, what new activities do you have? 
1. wo::,k 
2. school 
3. new family responsibilities 
4. social responsibilities 
5. other 
7. Has your relationship with your child improved in any way? 
1. yes 
2. no 
If yeE, how? 
" .8. Has the-re -been a change- in any other r-e"la-tionship since your 
child began school? 
1. yes 
2. no 
If yes, with whom? 
1. spouse or boyfriend 
2. relative 
3. friends 
4. other children 
In what way did the relationship change? 
2 
VII This next section is about ways you have found to adjust to 
your child being at school now that he/she has been there for a 
while. 
1. Did you feel prepared for the initial parting from your 




2. How hard was it for you to leave your child at school this 
year? 
1. ver~/ hare. 
2. hard 
3. a little bit hard 
4. easy 
5. very easy 
3. What did you do on that first day, when your child stayed 
alone at school'; 
1. ",ork 
2. school 
3. family responsibilities 





4. How did you feel this year after leaving your child at school? 
Not at all Hardly at A little Fairly Very 
all bit 
sad 1 2 4 5 l~ 
happy 1 2 4 5 
relieved 1 2 3 4 5 2J 
worried 1 2 3 4 5 
guilty 1 2 3 4 5 2~ 
lonely 1 2 3 4 5 
free 1 2 3 4 5 2~ 
Please specify if there are any other ways that you 
felt. 
---~-----------------~ 
9. Have you had more contact with adults since putting your 





VIII This section, which i~ the last one, asks general questions 
about you. lieIJecber, everything you say is confidential. 
Fleas.e circle the nW!iber of the response wtllch most clearly 
describes you. 
1. What is your Dc;e '( 
1. under 25 
2. 25 to 34 
3. 35 to 44-
4. 45 or over 
2. What is your reliGion? 
1. Homan Catholic 
2. Protestant 
3. Jewish 
4. Other (specify) 
5. None 
3. \.Jha tis thc biC;hcGt Grad e in school tha t you cOI:lpleted? 
1. sorle hiGh school 
2. finished hi~l school 
3. some collec:e 
4. fini.shed collec;e 
5. some Graduate courses 
6. finished c;radu~te school 
7. techl~cal decree 
4. What '\la~ your tot.al._fru:1i.ly income in the last year 
be.fore ta."{e~ ': 
1. under ~lO,UOO 
2. ~lO,OOO to t13,99Y 
3. ~20,OOO to ~29,999 
4. ~30,OOO to ~39,~9~ 
5. Si~O,OOO to ~49,9~~~} 
6. ~50,OOO or over 
5. What is your. current marital status? 
1. single 
2. married. 
3. divorced or separnted 
4. livin~ with a partner 
3 
6. Indicate the racial or ethnic group with which you 
primarily identify • 
. 1. Hispanic 
2. Black 
3. White 
4. Oriental 5. Other ____________ _ 
7. What is your current employment status? 
1. employed full-time 
2. employed part-time 
3. homemaker 
4. student 
5. unemployed 6. other ______________ _ 
8. If you are working, how long have you been employed at your 
current job? 
1. less 'than 2 months 
2. between 2 and 6 months 
'3. between 6 a:lc 12 r:-.or~tr~s 
4. bet",.7een 1 year and 3 years 
5. bet\\Teen ~ yea=s and 5 years 
6. ~ore than 5 years 
9. \.Jhat is your occupation? 
10. How many people live in your household? Circle the right number. 
1 2 3· ,,·4 56 or mor-e--- -
11. Who are they? Circle all that apply. 
1. spouse 
2. boyfriend 
3. your mother 




U. How many children dq you have? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 or more 
· 
'. 
13. What are the ages of your children? 
TliANK YOU AGAli~ FOR YOUR COCPERA~'ION 
'. ~ I 
Summary of Pilot. Efforts 
In preparation for this stud,. the researcher has attended a city-
wide teachers conference on the transition from home to initial school 
placement, conducted several ·interviews with parents, held a teachers 
meeting on the topic of separation at the school where she is currently 
mental health consultant, and spoken with two day care officials, arid 
two directors. The results of these pilot efforts all point in the· 
same direction, Iiaili.ely, the transition from ~e to school is· a major 
issue for chUdren, pa.rents and the Il'choo1. 
The importance of the topic can be gauged by the fact that at the 
Early Childhood Education Council ·Conference held on ~rch 28, 1981. an 
a11~ay workshop was focused on. the topic, "Transition from Home to 
. . 
School; Helping Children Cope with Separation and Adjustment." The 
worlcshop attracted more than 50 directors and teachers. The teachers 
listed the behaviors of ·children reacting· to separation, and the list 
covered the full gamut of childhood behavior, f;t'om cry1n~h shyness, 
t~b sucking, and clinging, to apathy and listlessness, to outbursts 
of aggression an~ temp~ tantrums. 
Despite this wide range of intense reactions on the part of child:-
ren, teachers nevertheless agreed that it is the ··erentwho bas the 
.greatest difficulty with separation. Many of the children, they said, 
would have been able to manage the transition if their parents t·hem-
selves bad helped them. Indeed, they made ·it lII,ore diff1eu1t, for the 
paren.ts,'· reactions: ·ranged 'as ··widely and were· ,as:.:in~ens·e: ·as the ch:lJ:.d-
rens' reactions. At one ~treme, the t~chers· said, 1s a mother who 
. stands attbe door with ber child, says to the .tea;cher, ''Ke's all yours, 
, ·~o 
take him," and departs abruptly. The other extreme is the mother who 
hovers, clings, returns frequently to the classroom and each time 
interrupts the child's play and throws off the child's delicate balance, 
. . 
reawakening the separation anxiety. Such a mother transmits her own 
anxiety to the child, giving him the message that indeed he cannot 
manage without. her. 
The directors present at the workshop stressed their belief that 
teachers should make a special effort at school entrance to talk to 
parents and guide them. Bu.t the teachers felt that they lacked the 
skills necessary in meeting the needs of parents. This point was 
brough~ home by the leader of the workshop, a consultant for the Ear·ly 
Childhood Educational Council, Eva Wolfson. She s~id that dealing with 
the emotional states ·of parents is a skill that is largely ignored in. 
a teacher's professional tratning, and that lies outside the domain of 
education. This doesn't mean that the field. of educ~tion completely 
.·~nore$ this area, for .the Direc·tor of Day Care of the New Yo:rk City 
Department of Health puts out some guidelines by which schools can 
facilitate the adjustment period. However, most of these guidelines 
are .d·irected toward the child while ignori.n.g the needs of the parents. 
The teachers went on to add that. their primary response towards 
the mothers who had separation difficulties, whether they .. 1gnored the 
child's initial need for their presence or were overanxious, was alLger. 
The JD,others made their job of working with the children even harder. 
In searching for the var1&bles which might relate to a mother's 
$eparation reactions, the researcl.l~ asked. the t~ch.e~s fl,t·. her own scbool· 
and, two d~ectoJ;'·~ wh;y they .tbo.~~ht .. t~s: tr8:nf?·#.~OP"· WB,!i. sO ~~en.to~i;- for· 
, .,J I 
• 
parents. They gave several reasons. Firstly, they felt the parents 
experienced a loss of attachment to their children, now that a number 
of caretaking responsibilities were transferred away from them. This 
was particularly stro~ in mothers who said they had no one else 
ilnportant in their lives, and felt a wave of loneliness overcome them 
at the visible and concrete step of placing their child in school. 
Secondly, they felt that the current separation stirred up many pre-
vious separations in the life of the mother, fo~t!ing her to cope 
again with her own past experiences. A third variable. the school 
staff felt was ·crucial was the mother's own expectation for her chUd 
and her distress when her child did not live up to her ideal image of 
him. The mothers felt that their child's behavior reflected their 
success of failur~ as parents. They saw the child as an extension of 
themselves and based their expectations for him on . their own needs, 
rather than the child's. 
The researcher has taken into account these yar :l.ables and in-
cluded them; in -o.p.erational form, .in her test instrument.· The reS1J.lts 
of these pilot efforts showed the researcher, more clearly than ever, 
the ·s~.rong ~~ed to g·ive help to parents at this crucial time in their 
history. 
Later, after the questionnaire was constructed, it was pretested 
on five mothers with young children. Needed clarifications arising 
from information gathered from the pretesting were incorporated into 
the :instrument. 
